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0. Abstract 
Treemap visualizations have been used increasingly as representative information visualization 

technique. Latest improvements have enabled the use of this method in the visualization of business 

information in the Magnaview software application. 

Animation has been used in visualization to enhance user’s perception of the visual medium in which 

they carry out diverse tasks, ranging from exploratory tasks to educational tasks. 

In this thesis we explore the possibility of an animation solution for the transitional animation of 

treemap visualizations in the context of business information visualization. We therefore develop a 

generic solution that fulfills requirements of information visualization as well as animation and 

business information visualization.  

We integrate our animation solution in Magnaview and present a variety of animation scenarios it 

can produce. 
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1. Introduction 
Treemap Visualizations are used for the display of hierarchical information. They are space filling 

visualizations based on a very simple and efficient recursive rectangular division algorithm [1,2]. 

Treemap visualizations have successfully been used for the visualization of file hierarchies, in 

applications such as SequoiaView [15].  

The extension of treemaps to generalized treemaps, [10], has enabled the use of treemap 

visualizations for the visualization of business data. The spin-off company Magnaview B.V., located in 

Eindhoven, has developed a commercial product, Magnaview, which revolves around helping 

analysts to better understand business data by means of generalized treemaps. For the remainder of 

this thesis, Magnaview refers to the software product and Magnaview B.V. is used to refer to the 

company. 

Treemap and Generalized Treemap visualizations are very good examples of information visualization 

solutions. This implies that their purpose is the enhancing of the viewer’s cognition. Animation on 

the other hand has been known to enhance the viewer’s perception. Studies show that animation 

can be used to keep the viewer focused during his experience in a visual environment thereby 

improving the efficiency and educational use of the visual medium. 

Research in both the Information Visualization and Animation fields [4,5,35,36,32] shows that it is 

difficult to establish value of developed solutions. This is purely due to the fact that both animation 

and information visualization solution success is mostly attributed to user satisfaction. Although 

requirements are usually formulated they are very difficult to measure without the use of user 

studies.  

In this document we seek to integrate animation in the treemap visualization methodology and try to 

answer the following question: 

Can an efficient animation solution be developed for the visualization of transitions between 

Treemaps in order to increase user understanding of business information? 

In order to reach a satisfactory solution we first explore the Animation and Information Visualization 

fields briefly. We then turn and analyze treemap visualizations as well as business information 

visualizations in order to reach a set of requirements for our animation. 

We present our solution in chapter 3. Developing the solution was a three step process; therefore we 

present each of them: 

 Computing the hierarchy matching; 

 Building the animation scenarios; and 

 Deriving visual representation for key concepts occurring during the animation. 

In order to do this we first cover the data model upon which the initial and target hierarchies are 

built. 

Chapter 4 describes the results of the integration of our solution in Magnaview. Following this, we 

evaluate our solution against the requirements we established and we analyze the possible added 

value our solution may bring to business information analysts in chapter 5. 
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During the development of our solution we discover new directions in which our solution may be 

extended. We cover these in the 6th chapter of this document. 

We end our thesis with concluding remarks in chapter 7. 
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2. Previous Research 
In this chapter we cover previous scientific visualization advancements in treemaps as well as 

animation. We begin with a brief description of the Visualization research field followed by the latest 

breakthroughs in Treemap visualization as well as computer driven animation. 

We then cover computer animation and its various applications in information visualization. When 

handling animation of business visualization data graphics we also establish the requirements for our 

animation solution. 

2.1. Visualization as Research field 
In his award winning paper [4], J.J. van Wijk tries to establish the purpose and meaning of 

visualization. While doing so, he proposes a simple, abstract, model of visualization. 

The paper further discusses the objectiveness of visualization in combination with interactive 

exploration, i.e.,in how far visualization can be used for the discovery of truth as opposed to the 

testing of certain hypothesis over the data. It also describes an economical model which can be used 

to determine the amount of knowledge gained by the user with respect to the costs of 

implementation of the visualization solution, the time spent by the user in understanding how the 

visualization can be used to serve his purposes, data conversion costs and perception and 

exploration costs. 

When designing a visualization solution one often refers to the term “visualization pipeline”. An 

example of the pipeline is given by Ed H. Chi, when he presents his taxonomy of Information 

Visualization techniques [7]. This pipeline can be seen in figure 1 below: 

 

Figure 1 portrays the changes in data between the initial state until it reaches the 

end user in the form of a visualization solution. Starting with the initial state, 

meta-data is derived from the dataset (value). The meta-data is referred to as 

analytical abstraction over the initial value. Examples of such meta data would be 

aggregate values, i.e.,sums and averages of initial data values. The dataset can 

also be transformed in the value stage through filtering for example. 

The analytical abstraction undergoes visualization transformations, which 

transform the meta-data into visualization abstraction data (i.e.,  data that can 

contribute to a certain visualization technique). Before it is presented to the end 

user, this visualization abstraction undergoes visual mapping transformations, 

which present the visual abstraction to the user. 

Fig.1 Visualization data pipeline (taken from [7]) 

   

Two related fields are identified inside the visualization field, namely Scientific Visualization and 

Information Visualization. Both research fields concern themselves with the finding of interactive 

visual representations of scientific data to amplify cognition. Scientific visualization concerns itself 

with the creation of accurate visualizations of the real world. Information visualization on the other 

hand, is concerned with the creation of visualizations of abstract, conceptual information. 
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The question of establishing value of information visualization solutions is raised again by Fekeke et 

al. in [5]. In [7], a breakdown in steps needed for the achievement of good information visualization 

is given. In [5], the authors look at what makes information visualization have value in the aiding of 

cognition above non visual solutions, i.e.,why a picture is worth 1000 words as it is shown in figure 2 

below:  

 
Fig. 2. A picture is worth 1000 words (taken from [5]) 

According to [5] the cognitive advantage of information visualization lies in the fact that it offers the 

user an intermediate storage space for large amounts of information which can then be processed 

easier. The following list of cognitive advantages is given: 

 Increase memory and processing resources available; 

 Reduce search for information; 

 Enhance the recognition of patterns; 

 Enable perceptual inference operations; 

 Use perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring; and 

 Encode information in a manipulable medium. 

When it comes to perceptual benefits, information visualization is supported by information and 

psychological theories. Examples of such theories are Preattentive Processing and Gestalt theory [5].  

2.2. Treemap Visualizations 
A new method for the visualization of hierarchical information (i.e., information being stored with 

the aid of a hierarchical data structure), has been presented by B. Shneiderman [1,2] . Examples of 

hierarchical information are the directory/file paths in operating systems and decision information. 

The resulting method for the visualization of hierarchical data structures was entitled the treemap 

and it is based on a straight forward space filling recursive rectangle partitioning algorithm [1,2]. 

Figure 3 illustrates the result of this simple division algorithm on a sample hierarchy: 
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Fig. 3. Treemap (right) based on simple hierarchy (left) (taken from [1]) 

In figure 3 the leaf nodes of the hierarchy contain numbers indicating their size. The original treemap 

algorithm recurs throughout the hierarchy, dividing the view area in alternating horizontal /vertical 

manner, such that each resulting rectangular division represents a node in a hierarchy, i.e.,the area 

of rectangles representing leaf nodes is proportional to the size information stored in the hierarchy. 

The solution prevailed over other hierarchy visualization methods through the effective use of all 

view space. Most other hierarchy visualization methods, such as the link node diagram use most 

visual space as background. On the other hand, the hierarchy information is lost in the treemap 

visualization. 

 
Fig. 4. Four different treemap algorithms are used to visualize the same dataset 

Since the introduction of the treemap visualization method by B.Shneiderman, a multitude of 

variations have been proposed. These include the following layout algorithms: 

 Binary Tree Layout [6]; 

 Ordered Layout [9]; 
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 Strip Layout [6]; 

 Slice and Dice Layout (original algorithm [1,2]); and 

 Squarified Layout [8]. 

Figure 4 shows the Slice and Dice, Squarified, Strip and Matrix layout as implemented in Maganview 

[10]. 

To assess the effectiveness of these treemap layout algorithms as visualization methods, two aspects 

are important: stability and aspect ratio. These are described further in [8, 9, 12] and fall out of the 

scope of this thesis. What is however important to note is that most treemap layout algorithms are 

not stable , i.e., small changes in the size of leaf nodes create large changes in the manner in which 

these are laid out by the algorithms. 

Treemap visualizations have been used in other visualization fields, too. Figure 5 below shows two 

such examples: 

 
Fig. 5a. Application of Treemaps in decision hierarchies [11] 

 
Fig. 5b. PhotoMesa, visualization of images and magazine contents [12, 13] 

2.2.1. Cushion Treemaps 

In the previous section we mentioned that the treemap visualization is not as good as other 

hierarchy visualization methods as far as visualization of the hierarchical structure is concerned. 
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In his paper from 1999 [14] J.J van Wijk introduced cushion treemaps using incremental shading as 

means of displaying information regarding the hierarchy structure in treemap visualizations. The 

effect of the cushion treemap visualization is shown in figure 6 below: 

 
Fig. 6. Organization hierarchy visualization with treemap visualization (left) and cushion treemap 

visualization (right) (taken from [14]). 

The introduction of the cushion treemap visualization led to the SequoiaView software package, used 

to date for the visualization of computer file hierarchies [15]. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of 

SequoiaView. 

 
Fig. 7. SequoiaView [15] 

2.2.2. Generalized Treemaps for the visualization of business information 

In 2006 R. Vliegen[10] wrote his master’s thesis by questioning whether or not treemap visualizations 

can be used for the visualization of business information.  The result was positive and following the 

thesis, the Magnaview software package was created. 

Magnaview was built around the following requirements [10]: 

 MagnaView should enable corporate users to better understand their business;  

 MagnaView should effortlessly fit in the environment of a corporate user; 

  MagnaView should present information to users which at least comprises the level of detail; 

which is part of the everyday routine of the professional in question;  
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 MagnaView should allow users to use common business graphics like pie and bar charts; and  

 MagnaView should allow explorative data analysis to users. 

This is achieved through the introduction of the following improvements in the treemap algorithm 

(see figure 8): 

 Possibility to combine multiple layout algorithms, i.e.,for each level of the hierarchy a 

different layout algorithm can be used; 

  Configurable margins per hierarchy level basis; 

 Configurable sorting methods of hierarchy nodes per hierarchy level basis; 

 Transformation functions; and 

 Overlay information associated with hierarchy nodes. 

 We discuss these in more detail later. 

 
Fig. 8. Magnaview features [10] 

With the research of M. Wijffelaars in intuitive color palette generation [16], Magnaview was 

enhanced with configurable color palettes for each hierarchy level.  

2.3. Animation 
This section covers the concept of animation in general, followed by current advancements in the use 

of animation for information visualization, in general and for business information, in particular. 

According to [17], an animation is the optical illusion of motion through the rapid display of images. 

This illusion is created due to the fact that an “afterimage” resides on the human retina for 

approximately one twenty-fifth of a second and therefore merges with the next image the eye 

perceives. 
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It has been found that the human eye will stop perceiving continuous animation once less than 16 

images are displayed in one second , i.e.,  16 frames per second [34]. Motion will still be perceived, 

i.e., valid correlations between objects in consecutive frames will still be picked up by the eye even at 

10 frames per second or less, however at less than 16 the mind will perceive flashing images, which 

are extremely discomforting. 

Since animation was first produced in the film and motion picture industry before it becoming 

commonly used in computer graphics, all the terminology which describes the production of 

animations is taken from this field. Therefore, when constructing an animation one talks of the 

following: 

 Presentation: the overall animation composed of multiple acts; 

 Act: the act is a major part of the animation, usually identified by its staging area and it’s 

composed of different scenes; 

 Scene: Scenes are the components of acts and are split in multiple shots; 

 Shot: Shots are continuous camera recording and are broken down in frames; and 

 Frame: A frame is a static 2d picture representing the shot in one particular time moment. 

Figure 9 illustrates this composition: 

 
Fig. 9. General Animation Model 

2.3.1. Animation in Information Visualization 

When analyzing whether or not animation could have added value for information visualization , i.e.,  

“if it can facilitate”, B. Tversky mentions that according to the congruence principle, animation 

should be the preferred visualization of change [35]. The congruence principle says that “The 

structure and content of the external representation should correspond to the desired structure and 

content of the internal representation”. This principle is weighed against the apprehension principle, 

which states that “The structure and content of the external representation should be readily and 

accurately perceived and comprehended”. 

Various visual aspects may be varied during an animation. Simple examples include the position of 

visual entities (represented by the animation path they undertake). More complex animations 

change the position of visual entities relative to other entities. The use of staging for conveying more 
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complex transformations, i.e.,  the more complex the animation the stronger the tendency to use 

more generic animation models such as the one depicted in figure 9 above, is mentioned in [26,27]. 

In attempting to establish value for animation, in [35] several cases in which animation has been 

used in combination with or as an alternative to other means of presentation, are studied. Most of 

these studies show that users perform cognitive tasks better when they are assisted by animation. 

Animation can therefore be seen as assisting users to understand abstract phenomena such as:  

 physical and mathematical laws and theorems, 

 providing extra information such as blood flow stream information in biologic applications. 

Although these results do prove that animation has added value for users as information 

visualization solution, there are not sufficient grounds for proving that animation has added value 

above alternative static visualizations, provided they supply the same information. We portray this in 

figure 10: 

 

Fig. 10. Static image denoting a rectangular block falling to the ground and some of its 

intermediate positions 

Figure 10 depicts a static visualization of a block falling from a vertical position to a horizontal 

position having its bottom right corner as pivot. According to [35], it is hard to prove that an 

animation displaying the 4 frames has added value as information visualization solution , i.e.,  no 

extra information is given by the animation compared to the static visualization. 

A similar analogy can be found in [36] when the effectiveness of animation is measured in the case of 

trend visualization. Figure 11 below shows one of the two proposed alternative static trend 

visualizations: 

 
Fig. 11. Static Trend Visualization [36] 
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In [36] it is concluded that, although animation is more exciting in the visualization of trends, the 

analysts were more satisfied with the static view, having to iterate multiple times over the animation 

in order to derive the same trend information. An often mentioned issue was the difficulty to focus 

on particular data items during the visualization. However, in [36] it is also suggested that although 

animation might not have added value for analysts in the extraction of information, it does have 

added value in the presentation of conclusions. No attention is given to the possibility of merging the 

two solutions, i.e.,displaying an animation from the initial state to the state depicted in figure 11. 

Other information visualization studies [26, 27, 28] confirm the added value of animation in 

presentation of algorithmic solutions as well as the underlying data structures used in them.  

The added value of animation in presentation resides in its power to keep the user focused to the 

animation environment, i.e.,with static visualization one must focus in order to be able to extract 

information, while an animation draws the focus of the user independent of his intention of 

extracting information. 

The animation’s ability to keep users focused to the visualization environment has also been used in 

interactive visual environments. Cartoon animation effects such as slow-in and slow-out effects have 

been implemented in order to portray the effect of mouse actions on graphical user interface 

elements [18]. 

We can therefore conclude that animation can prove its added value easier when an enhancement in 

user perception is required, i.e.,presentation, interactivity, while static alternatives to animation may 

prove to have more value for analysts when an enhancement in cognition is required, i.e.,in 

information visualization. 

2.3.2. Animation of Business Information 

Business information visualization environments, e.g., Magnaview, offer a series of visualizations to 

the end user, based on the same initial dataset. A user obtains more insight in the dataset by 

navigating through these visualizations. The changes between visualizations can be visualized by 

means of an animation. We have seen in the previous section that not all cases of change are best 

portrayed by animation. The benefits of animation in business information visualization have 

therefore been put to scientific scrutiny. 

In [32], a taxonomy of possible transitions between information visualizations backed by the same 

dataset is proposed. Transitions are divided in seven categories: 

 View Transformations: changes in viewpoint, such as zooming and panning; 

 Substrate Transformations: changes in the special substrate in which marks are embedded, 

such as axis rescaling, log transformations, bifocal and fish eye distortions;  

 Filtering: Changing the data set elements that are visible in certain views lead to the need of 

syntax addition or removal from the initial view (representing the elements that were 

filtered); 

 Ordering: Changes in the sorting of data values impact the positioning of the syntax elements 

inside the data graph; 

 Timestep:  Applying temporal changes to data values. An animation of this transition will 

have to display the changes the initial data has gone through in a certain time interval; 
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 Visualization Change: changes between visual encoding such as bar and pie chart 

visualizations; and 

 Data Schema Change: changes in the dataset attributes being visualized may result into a 

rearrangement of current visual entities inside the viewport. 

It can be argued that not all transitions might best be visualized by animation. Timestep animations 

for example resemble trend visualizations and might be visualized more successfully by means of 

static visualizations. 

Based on Tversky’s analysis of animation in information visualizations, in [32] a set of requirements 

transitional business information animations should fulfill in order for them to be of value as 

information visualization solutions are derived. These are split into congruence and apprehension 

requirements: 

 Congruence Requirements  

o The Animation needs to maintain valid data graphics during transitions 

o The Animation needs to use consistent semantic-syntactic mappings 

o The Animation needs to respect semantic correspondence 

o The Animation needs to avoid ambiguity 

 Apprehension Requirements 

o Animation needs to group similar transitions 

o Animation needs to minimize occlusion 

o Animation needs to maximize predictability 

o Animation needs to use simple transitions 

o Animation needs to use staging for complex transitions 

o Animation needs to make transitions as long as needed but no longer 

Some resulting animations are depicted in figure 12 below: 

 
Fig. 12. Examples of Business data graphics transition animations ([32]) 
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Figure 12 shows two transitions, each being animated according to two different staging scenarios. It 

can be observed that both transitions are based on a pre-computed semantic matching between the 

initial and target visualizations. The visual syntax corresponding to matched elements is modified to 

reflect the change defined by the transition, i.e.,a pre-knowledge of the fact that a dot in the initial 

view and a bar from the target view represent the same semantics is required before the transition 

from dot to bar can be achieved in the first example of figure 12. 

2.3.3. Animation of Treemaps 

When we have described treemap visualizations in the previous chapter we have presented them as 

an information visualization solution for the visualization of hierarchical information. Although not 

being very useful in showing the underlying hierarchical structure, treemap visualizations based on a 

multitude of layout algorithms and enhanced with cushion rendering and visual transformation 

functions have proven to be useful for business information analysts. This in fact is the core concept 

behind Magnaview. 

It can be argued that through the animated transition between two treemap visualizations backed by 

the same initial dataset, the viewer could be given more information compared with the static 

visualization case. An example of a case in which the introduction of animation has clear added value 

is the case for the animation of time dependent data. The “Map of the Market” *37+ is a perfect 

example of such dataset visualization (figure 13). 

The Map of the Market gives users stock information across investment fields. Since this information 

changes every day, the evolution of data between snapshots taken at different moments in time 

could definitely aid the user in the determining of trends in stock information. This information is 

very important for market investors and cannot be acquired through static data visualizations.  

 
Fig. 13. Map of the Market [37] 

The case presented in [32] for transition between business information visualizations can be applied 

to animation of treemap visualizations which are based on the same dataset, i.e.,as in the 

Magnaview case. 
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We can therefore say that animation between initial and target view consists of two steps: 

 Semantic matching of hierarchy elements being portrayed by the two datasets needs to first 

be established; and 

 Visual syntax representing semantically matched concepts between initial and target 

visualizations needs to be animated. 

If we consider the way in which treemaps visualize hierarchical data then leaf nodes are generally the 

easiest hierarchy elements to match, as far as semantics are concerned. Considering the space filling 

nature of the treemap visualization, they are also the most relevant hierarchy elements as far as 

visualization syntax is concerned e.g. in the static case. This is obvious in the case of the Map of the 

Market [37]. 

 
Fig. 14. Multi attribute spiral layout (taken from [30]) 

In the area of the visualization of the transition between initial and final positions, research has been 

done in interpolation techniques [31] as well as in finding new treemap layout solutions which 

facilitate perception and cognition during animation [30]. 

In [31] it is stated that staging can be applied to the interpolation of rectangular surfaces in order to 

avoid thin rectangular partitions from taking the attention away from the other animated 

transformations, while in [30] the spiral treemap layout depicted in figure 14, is described. 

When we are talking about generic treemaps being used for the visualization of business information 

however, inner hierarchy nodes become relevant for the transition animation. A bar chart, as the one 

depicted in figure 12 of the previous section, can be created using a 2 level hierarchy , i.e.,  one that 

divides the dataset in vertical columns, and the other one dividing the columns in 4 horizontal strips, 

above the leaves level. We go into more details about the internal hierarchy levels and nodes when 

discussing the data structure. It is important to note that, in order to create similar animations to 

those denoted in figure 12, one needs to match the internal hierarchy nodes as well as the leaf 

nodes. 
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The computation of a complete hierarchy matching in the generic case is a cumbersome computation 

[29]. Hierarchy matching is dealt with in more detail in this thesis, being a central point of our 

animation solution. We found that the way in which the hierarchies are built in the Magnaview case 

enables a straightforward method for the semantic matching of hierarchy nodes. 

2.4. Conclusion 
In this chapter we covered the current state of research in the field of treemap as well as animation 

of treemaps and business information. We attempt to create a treemap animation solution for the 

case of business information visualization. 

While covering animation of transitions between information visualizations backed by the same 

dataset we quoted congruence and apprehension requirements. We state that in order for our 

solution to be considered a business information animation solution it should be measured against 

these requirements.  

We intend to integrate our animation solution in Magnaview. For this to be possible we add the 

following three requirements: 

 Generality: The animation solution should cover all types of transitions mentioned in [32]; 

 Efficiency: The algorithms for carrying out of the animation should be efficient so our 

solution can be integrated in Magnaview; and 

 Minimize need for user configuration: The user should be able to use our solution as is, 

without having to understand the underlying principles that are used in the derivation of the 

end result. 

We note that compliance with all requirements is not easy to assess. This is due mainly to the fact 

that most apprehension requirements mentioned in [32] are difficult to both quantify and objectively 

measure. It is for example very difficult to say whether or not a certain animation “minimizes 

occlusion” since it is very hard to estimate what the minimal value for occlusion is in a particular 

animation scenario. 

Minimization of the need for user configuration is also hard to achieve. Like most visualization 

solutions, our animation will have to be assessed by means of a user experiment. Such a user 

experiment could indicate what the optimal parameters are. Offering our solution with these 

parameters, instead of a configuration dialogue where the user could vary parameter values is the 

desired outcome. 
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3. Approach 
In this chapter we present our solution for the animation of treemaps. 

We first describe the underlying data model of the hierarchical data structure and initial dataset 

behind Magnaview treemaps. This data model constitutes the base for our animation solution. We 

outline the main idea behind our animation and then proceed with a detailed discussion of its 

components: 

 Computation of hierarchy mapping 

 Analysis of possible animation scenarios 

 Selection of visualization representations for both computational and animation abstractions 

3.1. Data Model 
Buisness information is inserted in the Magnaview software package as a tabular dataset. In order for 

it to be visualized as generic treemap visualization it needs to be transformed to a hierarchic data 

structure. This transformation is covered in detail in [10]. 

Figure 15 below shows the visualization pipeline which takes an initial tabular dataset, denoted in the 

figure D and finally visualizes it as generalized treemap visualization, V1.  

 

Fig. 15. Visualization pipeline for a tabular dataset D. 

The visualization pipeline has three steps namely (figure 15): 

 The filtering of the initial tabular dataset 

 The transformation of the filtered tabular dataset to a hierarchical data structure 

 The final visualization of this hierarchical data structure as treemap visualization 

Our generic animation aims to give viewers insight in changes of this visualization pipeline. In this 

section we describe the pipeline itself, the tabular dataset structure and the hierarchical data 

structure in more detail. A computational model will be given in pseudocode as reference for better 

understanding computations in subsequent chapters. 
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3.1.1. The Tabular Data Set 

Figure 16 on the right denotes a typical tabular dataset containing 

business information. We can imagine such a tabular dataset D as 

a set R of m dataset records R1..Rm and a set A of n dataset 

attributes A1..An. 

 Each record represents a row of the tabular dataset and 

therefore can be seen as an n-tuple of the form <Vi1,..,Vin> where i 

is the index of the dataset record and n is the number of dataset 

attributes in the dataset. 

In order to be stored more efficiently, the tuples do not contain 

actual values. Instead a value set is associated with each attribute 

and in the records, indices to these values are stored.                  Fig. 16. Business information as

                 tabular dataset  

Formally we introduce n value sets V1 to Vn each containing a finite number of dataset values. Each 

dataset record is now of the form <I1, … , In>, where I1…In are indexes in the V1…Vn sets. 

Before the tabular dataset is transformed to a hierarchic data structure, filtering is applied. The result 

of the filtering operations is also a tabular dataset, D1 (figure 15). Filtering can be applied to both 

dataset attributes as well as dataset records. Hence D1 consists of a set R1 of dataset records with 

      and a set of attributes A1 with      . As expected, filtering does not alter the value sets 

being associated with the dataset attributes. 

3.1.2. The Hierarchical Data Structure 

A hierarchical data structure H1 is created from the filtered dataset D1. This hierarchy consists of a 

series L of hierarchy levels L0..Lk+1 , k being the number of attributes in D1. L0 is the root level of the 

hierarchy and Lk+1 is the leaves level of hierarchy H1. Hierarchy levels L1 to Lk each correspond to a 

certain dataset attribute in D1. 

Each hierarchy level contains hierarchy nodes. The root level contains a single node, the root node of 

the hierarchy. Levels L1 to Lk are recursively constructed in a top down manner. For each node N on 

level Li, nodes are inserted on level Li+1. We assume level Li+1 has an associated data attribute Aj. 

Nodes to be inserted on level Li+1 will each correspond to a member of Aj’s value set. N is denoted as 

the parent node of these newly created hierarchy nodes. No two nodes having the same parent node 

are allowed to represent the same attribute value.  This recursion starts with the root node and stops 

at level Lk-1. 

The leaf level Lk+1 contains leaf nodes. Each of these nodes corresponds to one of the dataset records 

inside D1. The line of ancestry of these nodes (the chain of parent nodes until the root node) is made 

out of nodes corresponding to the attribute data values that constitute the dataset record.   

Figure 17 below shows an example of a tabular data structure and the hierarchical data structure 

resulting from the transformation process described above. 
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Fig. 17a) Tabular data set example               Fig. 17b) Resulting hierarchical data structure 

There are two things that can be noticed in figure 17 that we haven’t covered while discussing the 

transformation between tabular dataset and hierarchical data structure: 

 Figure 17a) shows Age values across dataset records as natural numbers. The hierarchical 

structure in figure 3b however uses only values “C” and “A” (Child, Adult). This discretization 

of dataset attribute value ranges is described in more detail in [10] and is out of the scope of 

this document. 

 

 Figure 17b) shows an empty leaf node with ancestry line <“M”, “A”>. This occurs because 

there is no dataset record representing a male adult in the dataset. We further assume such 

empty nodes will not be part of the generated hierarchy. 

3.1.3. From Hierarchic Data Structure to Generalized Treemap View 

The hierarchical data structure we have created in the previous section represents the base input 

data for the creation of treemap visualization. This process is described in full detail in [10] and is out 

of the scope of this document. As result of this process extra information is also inserted in the 

elements of the data structure: 

 Layout information; 

 Color and Overlay Information; and 

 Render Transformation Information.           

We describe these in more detail in subsequent subsections. 

3.1.3.1. Layout Information 

Each hierarchy node of the hierarchy H has an associated rectangular screen area. This area can be 

denoted by a rectangle in the form <x1, y1, x2, y2> (top left and bottom right corner coordinates), 

where the rectangle of the root node is the rectangle <0,0,w, h> with w and h being the width and 

respectively the height of the drawing area. 

The Magnaview software application allows the configuration of different tree map layout schemes 

as well as margins, which modify the coordinate rectangles for hierarchy nodes. We do not cover all 
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these layout schemes in detail here, since the way in which the coordinate rectangle is computed is 

not of relevance for the animation problem. An example of bar charts visualizations is shown below 

in figure 18: 

 

Fig. 18: Bar chart visualizations with cushion treemaps (taken from [33]) 

3.1.3.2. Color Information 

A coloring scheme may be defined based on a certain dataset attribute Ai. A color value is associated 

with each value inside the value set Vi corresponding with attribute Ai. Each leaf node is then 

associated a color in <r, g, b, a> (red, green, blue, alpha) format according to which value inside Vi it 

contains. Details of the derivation of color can be found in [16]. 

3.1.3.3. Transformation Information 

Magnaview offers its users the possibility to visualize treemaps not only in a rectangular form, but 

also in for example pie-chart or pyramid views (Figure 19). This is achieved by applying a coordinate 

transformation function to the initially associated coordinates. 

 

 

Fig. 19: Pyramid and Pie chart visualizations with cushion treemaps (taken from [33]) 

Applying these transformation functions to the coordinates in a hierarchy is a very expensive 

computational step, mainly because it is applied per pixel instead of per hierarchy node. This makes 

transformation functions very hard to animate in a smooth real time manner and hence they are left 

out of the solution presented by this document and left as subject to further research. 
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3.1.3.4. Overlay Information 

To each level in the hierarchy H1, a number of overlays can be associated. These overlays can be 

labels, lines or images and are used to give end users extra information. This extra information could 

for example be the attribute values which nodes represent as well as the number of leaves falling 

under a certain hierarchy node. 

Coming back to our formal model, we state that each hierarchy node, including leaf nodes, can have 

a number of associated overlay structures. We shall call this set Oij, where i is the level index and j is 

the node index in the hierarchy. Each overlay in these sets is characterized by a type (Image, Text or 

Line) and a set of coordinates denoting their render position, specified in the same way layout 

information is specified. 

3.1.4. The computation model 

We now define a model comprising all the information we have covered so far while building the 

formal model. The data model is used to describe the computations involved in our animation 

solution. 

Abstractions for the tabular dataset and its elements as well as the hierarchical data structure and its 

elements will be presented in the form of computational data types. The diagram presented in figure 

20 below shows these data types and the relations between them. 

 

Fig 20. Computational Datamodel Schematics 

Figure 20 shows the main computational data types that will be involved in developing our animation 

solution as well as their relationships. 

We go through each of these data types, highlighting their computational elements. While this 

description is cumbersome, it need not be read at this point, but rather referenced further on when 

computations concerning the animation method are presented.   

3.1.4.1. The Dataset data structure (TDataSet) 

TDataSet = record 
 records : array[0.. NrRecords - 1] of TDataSetRecord; 
 attributes : array[0.. NrAttributes - 1] of TDataSetAttribute; 
End; 

 

3.1.4.2. The Dataset Attribute data structure (TDatasetAttribute) 

TDataSetAttribute = record 
 index : integer;  // indicates the position of the attribute in the dataset attributes array 

TDataSet

TDataSetRecord
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- values : TValueSet

THierarchy

THierarchyLevel THierarchyNode
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 values : array [0..NrValues - 1] of integer; 
End; 

 

3.1.4.3. The Dataset Record data structure (TDatasetRecord) 

TDataSetRecord = record 
 index : integer; // indicates the position of the record in the dataset records array  
End; 

3.1.4.4. The Hierarchy data structure (THierarchy) 

THierarchy = record 
 levels : array [0..NrLevels - 1] of THierarchyLevel;  
  

root = levels[0]; 
leaves = levels [NrLevels - 1];   

End; 

 

3.1.4.5. The Hierarchy Level data structure (THierarchyLevel) 

THierarchyLevel = record 
 hierarchy : THierarchy; // indicates the hierarchy to which the level belongs to  
 index : integer;   // indicates the position of the level in the hierarchy levels array  
  
 attribute : TDataSetAttribute; 
              nodes : array [0..NrNodes - 1] : THierarchyNode; 
End; 

 

3.1.4.6. The Hierarchy Nodes data structure (THierarchyNode) 

THierarchyNode = record 
 index : integer;   // indicates the position of the node in the hierarchy node array  
 level : THierarchyLevel;  // level on which the node resides 
 recordId : integer; // the dataset record the node represents (in case it’s a leaf node) 
              valueId : integer; // the attribute value the node represents (in case it’s not a leaf) 
 coordinates : TRectangle; // node render coordinates 
              color : TColor; // node color 
              overlays : array [0..NrOverlays - 1] : TOverlay; 
 
 parent : THierarchyNode; 
              children : array [0..NrChildren - 1] : THierarchyNode; 
End; 

 

We add the fact that if a is a leaf node in the hierarchy, its valueId will always be -1 and if it is an 

internal node, its recordId will be -1. Both properties will be -1 in the case of the root node. 

3.2. Solution Outline 
Having established the data model we now outline our solution. Figure 21 below shows the context 

in which the transition animation between two treemap visualizations takes place: 
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Fig. 21 Transition Animation between initial and final Treemap visualizations 

Figure 21 shows treemap views V1 and V2 as visualizations of hierarchies H1 and H2. These 

hierarchies originate from tabular datasets D1 and D2 respectively, with D1 and D2 being filtering 

results of two different filtering actions on the same dataset D. Both H1 and H2 are built according to 

the pipeline described in the previous section. 

Our animation solution revolves around the concept of identifying the common elements of the two 

visualizations and displaying the transformation they undergo, while changing visual context. 

Our generic animation scenario thus takes the following form: 

 Animate the deletion of hierarchy elements that belong to H1 and not to H2. 

 Animate the transition of elements that are common to both hierarchies H1 and H2. 

 Animate the creation of hierarchy elements that belong to H2 and not to H1. 

The splitting of hierarchy elements in the three groups of hierarchy elements , i.e.,  hierarchy 

elements that need to be removed, hierarchy elements that need to be transformed and hierarchy 

elements that need to be created) and the derivation of associated information (especially 

correspondence between nodes) is further referred to as hierarchy mapping. 
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We notice that while being constructed from the tabular dataset through the pipeline described in 

the previous session, the hierarchies H1 and H2 contain semantic information as well as syntactic 

information. Computing the mapping between H1 and H2 attempts to identify elements with 

equivalent semantics. After having computing these, choosing appropriate animation scenarios as 

well as transitional semantics for the mapped hierarchy elements will ensure a complete solution. 

3.3. Computing the Hierarchy Mapping 
Based on the fact that hierarchies H1 and H2 are derived from dataset selections D1 and D2 of the 

same database D, we notice that a hierarchy matching based on the intersection of the attribute and 

record sets of the two partitions would be easy to compute since dataset attributes and records are 

represented as levels and leaf nodes in the hierarchies H1 and H2. 

We argue however that a better result can be obtained. While being transformed to a hierarchical 

data structure, dataset elements are enriched with hierarchy semantics, i.e.,  hierarchy levels and 

hierarchy nodes are of great importance to the visualization of the data, since they give insight in the 

structure of the data set. 

Given the above, we devise a method for the matching of internal hierarchy nodes also based on 

their hierarchy semantics. We describe this method in further subsections along with the hierarchy 

leaf and hierarchy level mapping. 

These computations result in a Hierarchy Mapping, HM, containing hierarchy node pairs of the form 

<N1, N2>, with N1 contained in H1 and N2 contained in H2. The “Create” and “Delete” tags are 

introduced in order to denote the fact that a hierarchy node in H1 has not been matched against a 

node in H2 (and therefore needs to be deleted during the animation) or vice versa (and therefore 

needs to be created during the animation). 

3.3.1. Hierarchy Leaf Mapping 

The first step in the computation of HM involves forming tuples of hierarchy leaf nodes based on the 

data records they represent. Figure 22 below shows a simple leaf mapping scenario: 

 
Fig. 22. A simple leaf mapping scenario 

The figure above shows the two leaf levels of the first (top) and second (bottom) hierarchy 

respectively. For each leaf node a data record index is mentioned in brackets. The red lines show the 

matched leaf pairs. The computation of this set is fairly intuitive and is denoted in the computation 

sheet below: 

Procedure ComputeLeafMapping(H1, H2 : THierarchy, D: TDataSet) 
Begin 
  DataRecordMatches : Array [0..Length (D.records) - 1]; 
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  // initialization of record matches with <-1, -1> 
  For I := 0 to Length (DataRecordMatches) – 1 do begin 
     DataRecordMatches[I].LeafInH1 := -1; 
     DataRecordMatches[I].LeafInH2 := -1; 
  End; 
 
  // set the indexes according to H1 data 
  For I := 0 to Length (H1.leaves) – 1 do begin 
      recordID := H1.leaves[I].recordId; 
      DataRecordMatches[recordID].LeafInH1 := I; 
  End; 
 
  // set the indexes according to H2 data 
  For I := 0 to Length (H2.Leaves) – 1 do begin 
      recordID := H2.Leaves[i].recordId; 
      DataRecordMatches[recordID].LeafInH2 := I; 
  End; 
   
   // check the matching array to determine the tuples in HM 
  For I := 0 to Length (DataRecordMatches) – 1 do begin 
     If DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH1 = -1 and DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH2 <> -1 then 
        HM.Insert (<”Delete”, DataRecordMatches*i+.LeafInH1); 
 
     Else if DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH2 = -1 and DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH1 <> -1 
        HM.insert (<”Create”, DataRecordMatches*i+.LeafInH2>); 
 
     Else if DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH2 <> -1 and DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH1 <> -1 
        HM.insert (<DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH1, DataRecordMatches[i].LeafInH2>); 
  End; 
End; 

 
The computation outlined above firstly associates a leaf index from H1 and a leaf index from H2 with 
the record from the initial dataset they represent. It then iterates over all data records in the initial 
dataset and inserts hierarchy leaf matching tuples in HM.  
 
We chose this approach because of computational efficiency. A straightforward approach, in which 

for each leaf node in the first hierarchy we would search a match in the second results in an 

algorithmic complexity of O(n2), hardly a desired result when dealing with datasets of millions of data 

records. The solution we have outlined above has instead complexity O(n). 

3.3.2. Hierarchy Level Mapping 

Hierarchy Levels are matched similarly to hierarchy leaf nodes. Instead of being inserted in HM 

however, these level match pairs are stored into a similar data structure we shall further denote as 

LM. We define the Level Mapping, LM, a set of <L1, L2> tuples with L1 and L2 from H1 and H2 

respectively where L1 and L2 represent the same data attribute A of the initial dataset D. 

 

Figure 23 below denotes possible scenarios for the level matching between two hierarchies. 
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Fig. 23: Some possible level mapping scenarios. 

In the picture above the two hierarchies are simplified to vertical level lists, with the root level 

(denoted as R) as first level, and the leaves level as last. The different coloring of the levels denotes 

the different composition of the levels , i.e.,  blue levels are filled with internal hierarchy nodes, and 

purple levels are filled with leaf nodes). 

For each level in the above picture, a dataset attribute is mentioned in brackets and the red 

connecting lines indicate that a certain level pair is in the LM. 

The computation of the LM is very intuitive and it is denoted in the computation sheet below. 

procedure ComputeLevelMatch(H1, H2 : THierarchy, D: DataSet) 
Begin 
  DataAttributeMatches : Array [0..Length (D.attributes) - 1]; 
   
  LM.insert (<0,0>);                                                                     // add the root level match 
 
  // initialization of level matches with <-1, -1> 
  For I := 0 to Length (DataAttributeMatches) - 1 do begin 
     DataAttributeMatches [I].LevelInH1 := -1; 
     DataAttributeMatches [I].LevelInH2:= -1; 
  End; 
 
  // set the indexes according to H1 data 
  For I := 1 to Length (H1.levels) - 2 do begin                           // ignore root and leaves level 
      levelIndex := H1.Levels[I].index; 
      DataAttributeMatches [levelIndex].LevelInH1 := I; 
  End; 
 
  // set the indexes according to H2 data 
  For I := 0 to Length (H2.Levels) - 2 do begin                            // ignore root and leaves level 
      levelIndex:= H2.Levels[I].index; 
      DataAttributeMatches [levelIndex].LevelInH2 := I; 
  End; 
   // check the matching array to determine the tuples in LM 
  For i := 0 to Length (DataAttributeMatches) – 1 do begin 
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     If DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH1 = -1 and DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH2 <> -1 then 
        LM.Insert (<”DeleteLevel”, DataAttributeMatches *i+. LevelInH1); 
 
     Else if DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH2 = -1 and DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH1 <> -1 
        LM.insert (<”CreateLevel”, DataAttributeMatches *i+.LeafInH2>); 
 
     Else if DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH2 <> -1 and DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH1 <> -1 
        LM.insert (<DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH1, DataAttributeMatches [i]. LevelInH2 >); 
  End; 
End; 

 

The computation outlined above firstly associates an attribute index from H1 and an attribute index 
from H2 to the dataset attribute from the initial dataset they represent. It then iterates over all 
dataset attributes in the initial dataset and inserts level mapping tuples in LM.  
 
The two tags “CreateLevel” and “DeleteLevel” are used in a similar way to “Create” and “Delete”. 

These tags indicate that the attribute represented either by level L1 or L2 respectively could not be 

mapped in either first or second hierarchy. 

3.3.3. Semantic Mapping of Internal Nodes 

As stated earlier, through the creation of hierarchies from tabular data set elements, the dataset 

elements gain hierarchical semantics. These are described in the following subsection. 

Hierarchy node semantics form a good internal node mapping criterion. An obvious approach is to 

map internal hierarchy nodes that have the same set of descendent leaf nodes. However the 

existence of unmatched hierarchy levels in both H1 and H2 hinder its effectiveness as complete 

internal node mapping criterion. We later introduce Hierarchy Morphing as a hierarchy 

transformation function which enables the internal node mapping based on node semantic value to 

be complete. 

3.3.3.1. Hierarchy Node Semantics 

We define the semantics SemH(N) of an internal hierarchy node N in the context of a hierarchy H, as a 

set of (dataset attribute, dataset attribute value): 

SemH(N) =  

 {} (empty set) if N is the root node of the hierarchy 

 SemH(N.parent) U{(N.level.attribute, N.valueId)} if N is a node of a level Li with 1≤ i ≤ 

H.NrLevels – 1 (N is then by construction not a leaf node). 

Each tuple can be considered as a predicate on an attribute value that is satisfied by descendant 

hierarchy nodes. 

Figure 24 below illustrates the values of SemH for the elements of a hierarchy made out of 2 internal 

levels and 9 leaf nodes. The labels on the internal nodes simply indicate the index of the level 

followed by the index of the attribute value the node represents. The labels on the left side of the 

hierarchy show which dataset attributes the hierarchy levels represent. 
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We state that in order for two hierarchy nodes to be in the same tuple of the hierarchy mapping HM, 

they need to have equal semantics, i.e.,  SemH1(N1) = SemH2(N2). 

 

 
Fig. 24. Semantics of hierarchy H, with root node R and leaf nodes l1-l9 

The definition of the semantic value, SemH(N), allocates a unique semantic value to each node. No 

two nodes in the same hierarchy can have the same semantic value (should they have it, it would 

mean that they have the same line of ancestry, and since they are placed in the same hierarchy 

according to the pipeline outlined in the previous section of this chapter it is impossible for them to 

be different nodes). This means that an internal node matching based on the equality of semantic 

value will never allow multiple nodes from the same hierarchy to be matched with the same node 

from the other hierarchy, independent of the structure of the two hierarchies , i.e.,  the attributes 

and records that were filtered in order to create H1 and H2). 

3.3.3.2.  Computing the Internal Node matches 

We have modeled the hierarchic semantic value of a certain internal hierarchy node as a set. Two 

sets can only be equal if their cardinalities are equal , i.e.,  |SemH1(N1)| = |SemH2(N2)| ), therefore 

only nodes placed on levels of equal index in both initial and target hierarchies can be semantically 

compared , i.e.,  N1.level.index = N2.level.index). 

Before going through the computations involved in the matching of internal nodes, we present an 

algorithm for the calculation of the semantic value of a node. We therefore define the function 

                                       as a function that given a hierarchy H and a node N 

inside the hierarchy returns a positive integer (or natural number) that represents the semantic value 

of the node. 

SemVal (H, N) =            
       
                       

                    
    

In the above calculations we have used the formal definition of node semantics presented previously. 

In the above notation we refer to V and A as the dataset v-set value and the dataset attribute 

contained in a semantic set’s element (which we have described as dataset v-set value and dataset 

attribute pairs). 
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Assigning a value to each internal node’s semantic set through this function results in unique 

numbers in the range [               
                            
    ] being associated with each 

unique semantic value set, therefore making it a valid hash function for the modeling of the semantic 

value. 

We are now ready for the computation of the internal node match pairs. We do this with the 

following procedure: 

Procedure ComputeInternalNodeMatches  (H1, H2 : THierarchy ) 
Begin 
  // assume the existence of the hierarchy matching HM, with the leaf match pairs already computed    
 
   For levelIndex := 1 to Min (Length (H1.levels) – 2, Length(H2.levels) – 2) do begin 
      LevelInH1 := H1.levels[levelIndex]; 
      LevelInH2 := H2.levels[levelIndex]; 
 
     ComputeNodeMatches (HM, LevelInH1, LevelInH2); 
   End; 
 
   If (Length (H1.levels) > Length (H2.levels)) Then begin 
        For levelIndex2 := levelIndex + 1 to Length (H1.levels) – 2 do begin 
             For nodeIterator := 0 to Length (H1.levels[levelIndex2].nodes) do begin 
                  HM.Insert (<”Create”, H1.levels*levelIndex2+.nodes*nodeIterator]>) 
             End; 
        End; 
   End 
   Else if (Length (H2.levels) > Length (H1.levels)) Then begin 
        For levelIndex2 := levelIndex + 1 to Length (H2.levels) – 2 do begin 
             For nodeIterator := 0 to Length (H2.levels[levelIndex2].nodes) do begin 
                  HM.Insert (<”Delete”, H2.levels*levelIndex2+.nodes*nodeIterator+>) 
             End; 
        End; 
   End; 
End; 

 

As stated before, matching nodes placed on levels of different indexes in the two hierarchies can 

never result in a positive result , i.e.,  the semantic values cannot be equal). It is for that reason that 

should one of the hierarchies have more hierarchy levels than the other, the nodes situated on the 

extra levels on either side are automatically marked for either creation or deletion depending on the 

hierarchy they reside in. 

The ComputeNodeMatches procedure is presented below: 

Procedure ComputeNodeMatches (HM : THierarchyMatching, L1, L2 : THierarchyLevel ) 
Begin 
   HashList1 := [] ;  // a list of H1 nodes and their semantic value 
   HashList2 := [];  // a list of H2 nodes and their semantic value 
 
    AttrIndex := L1.attribute.index; 
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    AttrValue := Node.level.value.index; 
        
    MultiplicationFactor := 1; 
    For index := 0 to AttrIndex - 1 do 
         MultiplicationFactor:= MultiplicationFactor * Length (DataSet.attributes[AttrIndex].values); 
   For nodeIndex1 := 0 to Length (L1.nodes) – 1 do begin 
       Node := L1.Nodes[nodeIndex1]; 
  
       Node.semanticValue = Node.Parent.semanticValue + AttrValue * MultiplicationFactor; 
 
       HashList1.insert (Node.semanticValue, Node);  // we use the fact that the hash values are unique    
                                                                                            // to register the nodes in the hash list 
   End; 
 
   AttrIndex := L2.attribute.index; 
   AttrValue := Node.level.value.index; 
        
   MultiplicationFactor := 1; 
   For index := 0 to AttrIndex - 1 do begin 
       MultiplicationFactor:= MultiplicationFactor * Length (DataSet.attributes[AttrIndex].values); 
   End; 
 
   For nodeIndex2 := 0 to Length (L2.nodes) – 1 do begin 
       Node := L2.nodes[nodeIndex1]; 
        
       Node.semanticValue = Node.parent.semanticValue + AttrValue * MultiplicationFactor; 
 
       HashList2.insert (Node.semanticValue, Node);  // we use the fact that the hash values are unique    
                                                                                            // to register the nodes in the hash list 
   End; 
 
  HashList1.SortOnHashValue(); 
  HashList2.SortOnHashValue(); 
 
  hashIndex1 := 0; 
  hashIndex2 := 0; 
 
   While (hashIndex1 < Length(HashList1)) and (hashIndex2 < Length (HashList2)) do begin 
      If HashList1.Keys[hashIndex1] = HashList2.Keys[hashIndex2] then begin 
           HM.insert (HashList1[hashIndex1], HashList2[hashIndex2]); 
           hashIndex1 := hashIndex1 + 1; 
           hashIndex2 := hashIndex2 + 1; 
      End 
      Else If HashList1.Keys[hashIndex1] < HashList2.Keys[hashIndex2] then begin 
          HM.insert (<“Delete”, HashList1[hashIndex1]); 
          hashIndex1 := hashIndex1 + 1; 
      End 
      Else begin 
          HM.Insert (<“Create”, HashList2*hashIndex2+); 
          hashIndex2 := hashIndex2 + 1; 
      End; 
   End; 
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   If (hashIndex1 < Length(HashList1)) then begin 
       While (hashIndex1 < Length(HashList1)) do begin 
            HM.insert (<“Delete”, HashList1*hashIndex1+); 
            hashIndex1 := hashIndex1 + 1; 
       End; 
   End 
   Else begin  
       While (hashIndex2 < Length(HashList2)) do begin         

HM.Insert (<“Create”, HashList2*hashIndex2+); 
           hashIndex2 := hashIndex2 + 1; 
       End; 
   End; 
End;  
 

 

While lengthy, the computation of the internal node matches is not very complex. First the semVal 

function is computed for the nodes of the two hierarchy levels. This is done incrementally on the 

assumption that the computation goes through the hierarchy levels from the top of the hierarchy to 

the bottom. The nodes are inserted in hash lists, with their semantic values as keys. These lists are 

then sorted. 

The last part of the computation goes through the two hash lists simultaneously and using the 

uniqueness of the keys combined with the fact that the hash lists are sorted to insert node pairs in 

the hierarchy matching. The “Create” and “Delete” tags are used with the same purpose as in the 

leaf matching computation.  

The complexity of the computation is given by the sorting of the two hash lists and is therefore O(n 

log n). Since this computation is applied to the internal nodes of the two hierarchies only, we can 

argue that this slightly increased complexity (leaves and levels were matched with O(n) complexity) 

will not affect overall performance since the number of internal nodes is insignificant compared to 

the number of leaf nodes. 

3.3.3.3. Intermezzo 

So far we have outlined the hierarchy mapping process. We have split this into three separate 

mapping steps, the first two dealing with the matching of hierarchy leaf nodes and hierarchy levels, 

and the last with the matching of internal hierarchy nodes. 

In the form presented so far the mapping of hierarchy nodes based on their semantic values poses a 

problem when unmatched hierarchy levels are present in either of the hierarchies. This is illustrated 

in figure 25 below: 
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Fig. 25. Semantic Mapping scenario example 

In figure 25 the initial hierarchy (left) is shown as an expanded hierarchy, while the target hierarchy 

(right) is shown as a level list, as we have shown hierarchies earlier when discussing hierarchy level 

matching. Nodes being marked for deletion by the hierarchy mapping process are crossed out with 

red lines. The level mapping between the two hierarchies is also shown by the picture. 

We see that the root levels of the two hierarchies as well as the first level are matched. On the first 

level, the node marked “L1V2” is not in HM, and therefore is marked for deletion. As a result all 

internal nodes in its sub-tree are also marked for deletion (their semantic values cannot be matched 

once L1V2 was not matched).  The leaf nodes in L1V2’s sub-tree are also marked for deletion , i.e.,  

they cannot be part of the target hierarchy given that L1V2 is not part of the hierarchy and L1 is a 

matched level). 

The second level of the initial hierarchy is not matched in the target hierarchy. This results in all 

internal hierarchy nodes on the level to be marked for deletion. According to the semantic matching 

of internal nodes all internal nodes on level three are marked for deletion. The leaf nodes belonging 

to the sub-tree of “L1V1” are still in HM. 

We see therefore that the deletion of node “L1V2” is not semantically equivalent with the deletion of 

nodes on hierarchy level three belonging to the sub-tree of “L1V1”. This discrepancy in operational 

semantics of the delete operation can be avoided through the delaying of the hierarchy mapping 

computation after the removal of unmatched hierarchy levels from initial and target hierarchies. 

We call the process through which unmatched hierarchy levels are removed or added to initial and 

target hierarchies respectively Hierarchy Morphing and explore it in the following subsection. 

3.3.3.4. Enhancing Internal Node Matching with Hierarchy Morphing  

We introduced Hierarchy Morphing as a series of hierarchy level actions (deletion or creation). In this 

section we outline the consequences of these actions for our hierarchy mapping computations. 

We do this by analyzing a simple use case (Figure 26): 
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Fig. 26. A simple use case for hierarchy morphing 

 

Figure 26 denotes an initial hierarchy level mapping scenario between initial and target hierarchies. 

Through hierarchy morphing both initial and target hierarchies are brought into a state in which the 

level mapping is complete , i.e.,  there are no unmapped hierarchy levels in either hierarchy). This is 

done through the “DeleteLevel” operation. It is at this point that the internal node mapping 

computation can be carried out without introducing ambiguity with respect to delete semantics (as 

we have stated in the previous section). With the internal node mapping being computed, the 

hierarchies are then brought to their original state through the “CreateLevel” operation. 

Figure 27 below portrays an initial hierarchy example for the scenario depicted in figure 26: 

 
Fig. 27. An example hierarchy obeying the profile denoted in figure 26 

The hierarchy is composed of four intermediate hierarchy levels. Each attribute being mapped to an 

internal hierarchy level has two values (shown as node labels). The leaf level is shown at the base of 

the hierarchy. We can assume that each node on level D has several leaf nodes as children. 

We attempt to remove the second intermediate level (level B in figure 27) from the hierarchy. We 

can imagine that the parenting relations between nodes on level A and nodes on level C are 

rearranged as a result of the deletion operation. This results in the hierarchy shown in figure 28 

below: 
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Fig. 28. Level B is deleted from the hierarchy and parenting of nodes on level C is modified to 

reflect the change 

We stop for a second to look at figure 28. By removing the nodes on level B we have violated the 

construction principles of the hierarchical data structure. There are multiple nodes representing the 

same value for the C level as children of the same node on level A. We state  that children with the 

same semantic value need to be merged throughout the hierarchy. This merge operation of 

hierarchy nodes needs to be propagated downwards inside the hierarchy , i.e.,  D nodes also need to 

be merged). 

Figure 29 shows the hierarchy after the merging of nodes has taken place: 

 
Fig. 29. Hierarchy After nodes are merged 

Similarly the deletion of level A brings the hierarchy to its end state, shown in figure 30 below: 

 
Fig. 30. Hierarchy at the end of level deletion 
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We represent the results of merging of nodes as meta-nodes. They correspond to dataset attribute 

values just like hierarchy nodes, but further just contain hierarchy nodes that, through hierarchy 

deletion operations have reached equivalent semantics. 

The meta-nodes can then be matched across hierarchies just like internal nodes were matched. We 

therefore assume that HM can accommodate tuples containing meta-nodes and internal nodes. 

While matching meta-nodes across hierarchies one needs to remember however that although the 

meta-nodes themselves do correspond to the same semantic value and therefore can be matched, 

nothing can be said about the internal hierarchy nodes that constitute the meta-node. Figure 31 

below shows this: 

 

Fig. 31 Matching of meta nodes versus matching of nodes 

We also note that meta-nodes do not have layout and color information, as in the case of internal 

hierarchy nodes. 

These observations are of great importance and will come back in later sections of this chapter. 

Restoring the hierarchies back to their initial state through hierarchy level creation corresponds to 

the repositioning of internal hierarchy nodes inside the original hierarchies and the removal of meta-

nodes. 

Since the computations involved in the creation and deletion of hierarchy levels are quite lengthy we 

do not include them in this document. They do not present any difficulty and do not increase the 

complexity of the mapping computation. 

3.4. Building the Animation Scenario 
While covering previous research we described a conceptual model portraying animation (also called 

presentation) as a sequence of acts, each act being composed of scenes. These scenes are composed 

of shots and the shots are rendered to frames. 

The animation scenario we build in this section integrates the hierarchy mapping process and the 

hierarchy morphing transformations in this animation model, as depicted by figure 32 below: 
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Fig. 32. Generic Animation of Treemaps integrated in the animation model. 

Figure 32 shows the animation decomposed into three acts. The first one corresponds to the deletion 
step of our animation, the second with the transformation of semantically matched hierarchy nodes, 
while the third act corresponds to the creation step of our animation. 

On the scene level of our animation, we distinguish five scenes, namely: 

 Removal of unmatched nodes from H1 (Delete Nodes); 

 Removal of unmatched levels from H1 (Delete Levels); 

 Transformation of matched nodes (Transform Nodes); 

 Creation of unmatched levels into H2 (Create Levels); and 

 Creation of unmatched nodes into H2 (Create Nodes). 

Depending on the hierarchy mapping, some of these scenes may not be displayed during the 
animation, i.e.,if there are no unmatched levels, scene 2 and 4 would not be part of the animation. 

The fourth animation level, i.e.,  the shot level is the point where all the diverse animation scenario 
possibilities occur. We cover these in subsequent subsections, but first we present the bottom 
animation level, namely the render layer of the animation. 

3.4.1. Animation Frame Model 

During the transitional animation between the two hierarchies H1 and H2, depending on the shot 

scenarios chosen for the five scenes of the animation, nodes from both hierarchies need to be 

rendered. We therefore design a render procedure that renders a single frame of the hierarchy. We 

call this procedure RenderFrame. 

We imagine the RenderFrame function being called during our animation in the following context: 

Procedure AnimateShot() 
Begin 

StartTimer := Now; 
CurrentTimer := Now; 

 
While (CurrentTimer  – StartTimer <= ShotDuration) do begin 

  RenderFrame (StartTimer, CurrentTimer, ShotDuration); 
  CurrentTimer := Now; 
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 End; 
End; 

 

The ShotDuration variable above represents the time in seconds a certain animation shot takes. We 

model all our animation shots as taking the same amount of time. This is done in order to be able to 

verify and control the symmetry of the animation at both scene and shot level.  

 

In order to be able to model the RenderFrame procedure we first enhance our formal model, more 
specifically the THierarchyNode data type, with the following:  

 A TRectangle property, targetCoordinates, denoting the motion target of a specific node; 

 A TColor property, targetColor, denoting the color target of a specific node; 

 A TMotionState property, motionState, denoting the state of a certain node. This property 
can have the values: InMotion or Paused; and 

 A Boolean property, inAnimation indicating whether or not the node will be considered by 
the rendering function. 

 
The RenderFrame procedure therefore looks like the following: 

Procedure RenderFrame (StartTimer, CurrentTimer, ShotDuration : double); 
Begin 
 RenderHierarchy(H1, StartTimer, CurrentTimer, ShotDuration); 
 RenderHierarchy(H2, StartTimer, CurrentTimer, ShotDuration); 
End; 
Procedure RenderHierarchy (H : THierarchy, StartTimer, CurrentTimer, ShotDuration : double); 
Begin 
 For LevelIterator := 0 to H.nrLevels – 1 do begin 
  For NodeIterator := 0 to H.levels[LevelIterator].nrNodes – 1 do begin 
   Node := H.levels[LevelIterator].nodes[NodeIterator]; 
 
   If Node.inAnimation then begin 
    If Node.motionState = InMotion then begin 
     RenderPosition := InterpolatePosition (Node.coordinates,    
                                                                                                            Node.targetCoordinates, StartTimer, 
                                                                                                            CurrentTimer, ShotDuration); 
 
                              RenderColor := InterpolateColor (Node.color,    
                             Node.targetColor, StartTimer,   
                                                                                                            CurrentTimer, ShotDuration); 
    End 

                                           Else begin 
                                                          RenderPosition := Node.coordinates; 
                                                          RenderColor := Node.color; 
                                           End; 

         
                                                         RenderCushion (RenderPosition, RenderColor); 
   End; 
  End; 
 End; 
End; 
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The interpolation functions are discussed later on when we cover the visual representation aspects 

of the animation. 

3.4.2. The Shot scenarios 

In this subsection we go through the five scenes of our animation as we described them at the 

beginning of this chapter. For each of the scenes we present all the possible shot scenarios. We leave 

the description of the shots and their implementation to a later subsection. 

3.4.2.1. Shot scenarios for the deletion of nodes 

When covering the hierarchy matching process we stated that once hierarchy morphing 

transformations are applied to the two hierarchies, hierarchy matching can be used to identify which 

nodes from the first hierarchy need to be deleted. 

The order in which the destruction of unmatched nodes is animated dictates a few possible shot 

scenarios. We are dealing with a hierarchical data structure, therefore traversal of nodes can be done 

in three ways: 

 Bottom up (nodes on the lower levels of the hierarchy are handled before nodes on the 

higher levels); 

 

 Top down depth first (nodes on higher levels of the hierarchy are handled before nodes on 

the bottom levels, and a node is not fully handled before all its underlying sub hierarchy has 

also been handled); 

 

 Top down breadth first (nodes on higher levels of the hierarchy are handled before nodes on 

the bottom levels, without the underlying sub hierarchy of a node being explored before all 

its siblings have been explored); 

Since computations take place before animation steps do, the traversal of the hierarchy can happen 

before any motion takes place. It can however be carried out in steps, i.e.,  first compute a set of 

nodes that are allegeable for deletion, followed by the animation of this deletion. Depending on how 

this traversal can be split in steps we also have two possible scenarios for each of the above 

mentioned traversal methods: 

 Animate each node being deleted as separate shot; 

 Animate all nodes belonging to the same hierarchy level being deleted in a separate shot; 

A 7th shot scenario is also possible, independent of the chosen hierarchy traversal method, namely:  

 Animate all nodes designated for deletion across the whole hierarchy as a single shot. 

These seven scenarios are depicted below in figure 33. Nodes being handled in the same shot are 

colored with the same color. The number on each node also indicates which shot the node is handled 

in. 
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Fig. 33. Shot scenarios for the deletion of nodes 

3.4.2.2. Shot scenarios for the deletion of levels 

Deletion of levels is carried out on the computational level with the aid of tree morphing operations. 

We analyze the possible shot scenarios for the animation of these transformations in terms of tree 

transversal and treating hierarchy levels simultaneously. We therefore find the following five shot 

scenarios. 

Based on traversal of the hierarchy we have two namely: 

 Top down traversal of unmatched hierarchy levels in H1; 

 Bottom up traversal of unmatched hierarchy levels in H1; 

Based on whether or not all nodes on unmatched levels should be handled in a single shot or 

individually we have two possibilities for each of the traversal methods, namely: 

 Animate each node on each level being removed in a separate shot; 

 Animate all nodes on each level being removed in a separate shot; 

As in the previous scene case there is a 5th shot scenario possibility for this scene as well, namely: 

 Animate the deletion of all nodes on all hierarchy levels in one shot. 

Figure 34 below shows these scenarios in the same way figure 33 did for the deletion of nodes. As 

expected, the shot scenarios look very similar. Since we are now discussing level based hierarchy 

traversal, depth first solutions are not considered. 
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Fig. 34. Shot scenarios for the deletion of levels 

 

3.4.2.3. Shot scenarios for the transformation of nodes 

With the unmatched levels removed from the animation, the third scene of our animation consists of 

an animation in which semantically matched nodes are transformed from their context in hierarchy 

H1 to their context in hierarchy H2. 

Based on the hierarchy traversal method employed, we therefore have two possible scenarios, just 

like in the case of the level deletion scene above: 

 Top down traversal of matched H1 levels; 

 Bottom up traversal of matched H1 levels; 

For each of these scenarios we have two alternatives: 

 Animate the transformation of all matched nodes on a certain level in one shot; 

 Animate the transformation of each matched node as single shot; 

Since the hierarchy matching is computed before the second animation act, and therefore this scene, 

a 5th shot scenario can also be possible: 

 Animate the transformation of all matched nodes across H1 as a single shot. 

For a visualization of these traversal scenarios one could look at figure 34 again, since from traversal 

and node grouping perspective these shot composition scenarios are equivalent. 
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3.4.2.4. Shot scenarios for the creation of levels 

The shot that animates the creation of unmatched levels in hierarchy H2 is symmetric to the one 

handling the deletion of unmatched hierarchy levels from hierarchy H1. 

This means that we also have five possible shot scenarios for this shot based on tree traversal and 

grouping of nodes to be treated in a single shot. 

3.4.2.5. Shot scenarios for the creation of nodes 

Similarly to the previously described shot, the shot that handles the animation of H2 nodes is 

constructed in full symmetry with the shot that handles the deletion of unmatched nodes from H1. 

We therefore have seven possible shot scenarios for this scene, based on tree traversal and the 

grouping of hierarchy elements that are handled in a single shot. 

3.4.3. Shot Implementation 

Each shot corresponds to a certain frame sequence that is visualized using the frame model we have 

covered above (figure 32). 

When describing the frame model of our animation we dealt with the RenderFrame procedure as 

well as the AnimateShot procedure, the later representing the context in which RenderFrame is 

being called. 

We can say that, given our render and hierarchy data model, a shot needs to do the following: 

 Assign targetCoordinate and targetColor values for the nodes that are handled by the shot; 

 Render the transformation with the aid of the AnimateShot procedure; and 

 Modify the hierarchy data model in such a way so that a following shot can take place. 

Although many shot scenarios have been described in the previous subsection of our document, we 

only describe shots as having to deal with a single hierarchy node, given a parameter that indicates 

the scene to which the specific shot belongs to. Extending the model to handle multiple nodes on the 

same level as well as multiple levels in the same preconfiguration or postconfiguation step simply 

involves running the computations below for all the nodes in question. 

The generic setup for the shot rendering procedure, RenderShot is shown below: 

Procedure RenderShot (THierarchyNode : N; scene : String) 
Begin 
 PreConfigureShot (N, scene);                // handles the assignment  of the targetCoordinate  
                                                                                  // and targetColor properties as mentioned above 
 
              AnimateShot (); 
              
              PostConfigureShot (N, scene);               // handles the configuration of the hierarchy data                
                                                                                  // structures in order for the next shot to be rendered 
  
End; 
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 In order to further model the PreConfigureShot and the PostConfigureShot procedures we further 

extend the THierarchyNode data type with the following property: 

  A TAnimationType property, animationType, denoting the type of the animation the node is 

undergoing. This property can have the values: Creation, Deletion or Transformation 

The PreconfigureShot procedure then takes the following form: 

Procedure PreconfigureShot (THierarchyNode : N; scene : String) 
Begin 
              If scene = “NodeCreation” then begin 

       CenterX :=N.coordinates.x + N.coordinates.width / 2; 
        CenterY := N.coordinates.y + N.coordinates.height / 2; 

       N.targetCoordinate := N.coordinates; 
       N.coordinates := <CenterX, CenterY, 0,0>; 

        N.targetcolor := N.color; 
        N.animationType := Creation; 
        N.motionState := InMotion; 
 End 
 Else If scene = “LevelCreation” then begin 
        For i := 0 to N.nrChildren – 1 do begin 
                            childNode := N.children[i];  // N as well as the child node can be meta-nodes 
                            childNode.targetCoordinates := AssignNodePosition (N, childNode);  

              childNode.targetColor := childNode.color;  
              childNode.animationType := Transformation;  
              childNode.motionState := InMotion;  
       End; 

 End 
 Else If scene = “NodeTransformation” then begin 
                     TargetNode := HM.GetNodeMatchFor (N);  // the target node and N can me meta-nodes 
        N.targetCoordinates := TargetNode.coordinates; 
        N.targetColor := TargetNode.color; 
                     N.animationType := Transformation; 
                     N.motionState := inMotion;  
 End 
 Else If scene = “NodeDeletion” then begin 

       CenterX :=N.coordinates.x + N.coordinates.width / 2; 
        CenterY := N.coordinates.y + N.coordinates.height / 2; 

       N.targetCoordinate := <CenterX, CenterY, 0,0>; 
        N.targetcolor := N.color; 
        N.animationType := Deletion; 
         N.motionState := InMotion; 
 End 
 Else If scene = “LevelDeletion” then begin 
  For i := 0 to N.nrChildren – 1 do begin 

                     childNode := N.children[i];  // the child node can be a meta-node 
                     childNode.targetCoordinates := AssignNodePosition (N.Parent, childNode); 
                     childNode.targetColor := childNode.color;  
 
                     childNode.animationType := Transformation;  
                     childNode.motionState := InMotion;  
             End; 
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 End; 
End; 

Although lengthy, the previous computational block shows the computation of interpolation targets 

for nodes when animated by the above mentioned animation shot type. We notice that the creation 

of nodes is animated as the transition between the center point of the rectangle and the final 

rectangle, while the deletion is the exact reverse of that operation.  

While transforming a node from its configuration in H1 to its configuration in H2, we simply look in 

the Hierarchy Mapping HM and assign the proper coordinates and color. 

When pre configuring level creation and level deletion shots we make use of the AssignNodePosition 

function. During hierarchy morphing, the hierarchy structure is modified. Hierarchy nodes are 

merged or split in constructs we have named meta-nodes. So far we described meta-nodes as 

carriers of semantic information. We now enhance them with layout and color information. 

The presence of meta-nodes in either H1 or for H2 implies that the original layout of the hierarchy 

can no longer be maintained. An intermediate layout therefore needs to be computed during the 

animation. This is in fact what the AssignNodePosition does. Given a parent node and a child it 

computes the child’s position in the context of the new layout. Depending on the composition of the 

meta-node as well as the sub-hierarchy rooted at the node, the AssignNodePosition might need to be 

recursive.  We describe our choices for the intermediate layout later when we detail the visual 

representation of animation elements. The discussion of a choice in the color of meta-nodes is also 

dealt with in the visual representation section. 

Besides having assigned new initial and target coordinates and colors the pre configuration step 

above also sets values for the animationType and motionState properties of the nodes being 

handled. 

We now resume to the shot model and detail out the post configuration procedure.  

Procedure PostConfigureShot (THierarchyNode : N; scene : String) 
Begin            
              If scene = “NodeCreation” then begin 
                     N.coordinates := N.targetCoordinates; 
                     N.color := N.targetColor;               
        N.inAnimation := true; 
        N.motionState := Paused; 
 End 
 Else If scene = “LevelCreation” then begin 
        For i := 0 to N.nrChildren – 1 do begin 
  N.inAnimation := true; 
                            childNode := N.children[i]; 
                            childNode.coordinates := childNode.targetCoordinates; 

              childNode.color := childNode.targetColor;  
              childNode.motionState := Paused;  
       End; 

 End 
 Else If scene = “NodeTransformation” then begin 
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                     N.coordinates := N.targetCoordinates; 
                     N.color := N.targetColor; 
                     N.motionState := Paused;  
 End 
 Else If scene = “NodeDeletion” then begin 
                     N.coordinates := N.targetCoordinates; 
                     N.color := N.targetColor;               
        N.inAnimation := false; 
        N.motionState := Paused; 
 End 
 Else If scene = “LevelDeletion” then begin 
  For i := 0 to N.nrChildren – 1 do begin 

        N.inAnimation := false; 
                                    childNode := N.children[i]; 
                                    childNode.coordinates := childNode.targetCoordinates; 

                      childNode.color := childNode.targetColor;  
                      childNode.motionState := Paused;  
             End; 

 End; 
End; 

From the above computational segment we notice that the post configuration step of a shot 

comprises three operations: 

 Storing the targetCoordinates and the targetColor in the coordinates and color variables; 

 Setting the node’s state to Paused instead of inMotion; and 

 Setting an appropriate value for the inAnimation property of the node, depending on 

whether or not it has been just created or deleted. 

This ensures that nodes are in a proper state for continuous transformation in future animation 

shots. 

3.5. Visual Representation 
Having covered the hierarchy mapping model and having integrated it into the generic animation 

model in previous section, we now analyze possible visualization methods for hierarchy elements in 

the context of the view transition animation.  

We notice that depending on the animation scene they are being animated in, hierarchy elements in 

general and internal hierarchy nodes in particular are best visualized using different visual syntax 

compared to the static view , i.e.,  when hierarchy elements are rendered as part of the treemap 

visualization).  

In this section we therefore go through the different scenes we denoted while covering the 

animation scenarios. Based on the visualization paradigms we describe in this section we notice that 

some of the shot scenarios we have depicted as being possible given the computation model are 

inadequate for the visualization of the transition between initial and target treemap visualizations. 

Before covering these scenarios we analyze the visual power of the static treemap visualization 

syntax in the context of the linear interpolation functions mentioned in the previous section. 
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3.5.1. Rectangle and Color Interpolation during the animation of Treemaps 

When covering the rendering model in the previous section we mentioned the two linear 

interpolation functions InterpolatePosition and InterpolateColor. Implementations for these 

functions are presented in the computation block below: 

Function InterpolateValue (startVal, endVal : Float; startTime, currentTime, duration : Float) : Float; 

Begin 

 relativeFactor := (currentTime – startTime) / duration; 

 result := startVal + (endVal – startVal) * relativeFactor; 

End; 

 

Function InterpolatePosition (sVal, eVal : TRectangle; sTime, cTime, duration : Float) : TRectangle; 

Begin 

 resultLeft := InterpolateValue (sVal.left, eVal.left, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 resultRight := InterpolateValue (sVal.right, eVal.right, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 resultTop := InterpolateValue (sVal.top, eVal.top, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 resultBottom := InterpolateValue (sVal.bottom, eVal.bottom, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 

 resultWidth := resultRight – resultLeft; 

 resultHeight := resultBottom – resultTop; 

 

 result := <resultLeft, resultTop, resultWidth, resultHeight>; 

End; 

Function InterpolateColor (sVal, eVal : TColor; sTime, cTime, duration : Float): TColor; 

Begin 

 resultRed := InterpolateValue (sVal.red, eVal.red, sTime, cTime, duration); 

              resultGreen := InterpolateValue (sVal.green, eVal.green, sTime, cTime, duration); 

              resultBlue := InterpolateValue (sVal.blue, eVal.blue, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 resultAlpha := InterpolateValue (sVal.alpha, eVal.alpha, sTime, cTime, duration); 

 

              result := <resultRed, resultGreen, resultBlue, resultAlpha>;  

End; 

The computation block above introduces the linear interpolation function InterpolateValue. This 

function is then used for the interpolation of the InterpolateRectangle and InterpolateColor 

functions. 

When describing the render model of our animation we stated that both leaf and internal nodes are 

rendered as colored cushions. Figure 35 below portraits this render model in action for a static 

hierarchy visualization. 
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Fig. 35 Static Treemap Visualization 

Problems arise when using the same visual syntax during animation. Figure 36 below shows an 

immediate consequence of using linear interpolation in the manner presented above. 

 

Fig. 36 Linear Interpolation of rectangular cushion  

Figure 36 depicts the animation of a rectangular cushion from its initial position (left side) to its 

target position (right side). We notice that during the change in orientation, the cushion occupies 

large view areas. This will attract the user’s attention during the animation to a node that bears no 

large visual influence on either initial nor target views. 

We want the user to be focused to visual items with increased semantic value. Since our current 

choice of interpolation function can violate this principle we suggest the use of alternative functions. 

We leave these functions as future research, however we do remind the user that [31] for example 

suggests that the interpolation of rectangles can be staged in two phases: 

 The first phase interpolates the center of the rectangle while the rectangle maintains its 

original aspect ratio; and 

 

 The second phase interpolates the rectangle according to the interpolation function 

mentioned above. 

When describing shot scenarios for different stages of our animation we described them as 

interpolations of initial and target coordinates of hierarchy elements. We now go through the three 

types of shots , i.e.,  creation/deletion of nodes, transformation of nodes and creation/deletion of 

levels) and analyze them from a visual syntax perspective. 
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3.5.2. Visualizing the creation/deletion of hierarchy nodes 

In the previous section we established that the deletion of a hierarchy node is visually represented as 

the interpolation animation between the node’s initial coordinates and the node’s center 

coordinates. Creation of hierarchy nodes is visualized as the opposite transformation, expanding the 

rectangle from the center coordinates to the node’s coordinates. 

We outlined seven possible shot scenarios for the deletion of the unmatched hierarchy nodes from 

the initial hierarchy. These scenarios were chosen depending on the manner in which the hierarchy is 

traversed and the number of nodes simultaneously handled by a shot. Node creation was described 

as the analogue shot configuration in which the deletion of unmatched hierarchy nodes of the target 

hierarchy was animated. 

Considering the frame model and the interpolation functions described above, we rule out the 

deletion scenarios in which internal nodes are deleted without their children having been deleted in 

previous shots. These scenarios are: 

 Top down breadth first with one node being deleted per shot 

 Top down breadth first with one level being deleted per shot 

 Top down depth traversal with one level being deleted per shot 

We rule out these shot scenarios because when deleting a higher level node, the deletion animation 

is not perceived by the viewer, as the internal hierarchy node is rendered underneath its children 

nodes. 

For the same reason we also rule out the following node creation shot scenarios: 

 Bottom up traversal with one node being created per shot 

 Bottom up traversal with all nodes on one level being created in a single shot 

We now look at the other scenarios and notice another problem of animating the deletion/creation 

of nodes. This can easily be seen in figure 37 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 37. a) Deletion of internal node together    b) Deletion of leaf nodes without  

with Its Child nodes      the internal node being deleted. 

In both scenarios depicted by figure 37 an internal node (colored gray) and its children nodes (in this 

case leaf nodes) is shown. 
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In figure 37 we expect the user to be distracted by the deletion animation of the higher level node. 

This is not only caused by the fact that the internal node occupies a larger visual area compared to 

the leaf nodes, but also because during the same shot the changes in dimensions of the internal node 

are larger than the changes in dimension of the leaf nodes. Combined with the fact that the internal 

node visual representation does not add any information to the visualization (the user is hardly 

aware of its presence during the static visualization), this suggests the internal node be taken out of 

the deletion animation altogether. This can easily be achieved by toggling the inAnimation flag of the 

internal hierarchy node to false in the shot’s pre configuration step. 

In figure 37b we see the leaf nodes being deleted in a different shot than the one in which the 

internal node itself is being deleted. We expect the internal node to distract the user’s attention 

much less than in the previous scenario. However, the deletion of the internal node after the leaf 

nodes brings very little information to the user. We do not rule out these scenarios as we have done 

with the one depicted in figure 37a, but offer the user a choice to display internal nodes during the 

creation or deletion of internal nodes. 

For the creation shot scenarios the same observations are to be made as the above and the same 

solutions are applicable. We therefore do not cover the other node creation scenarios. 

3.5.3. Visualizing the transformation of hierarchy nodes 

We approach node transformation scenarios in the same manner as we have done for the shot 

scenarios for the deletion/creation of hierarchy nodes. 

Just like with the previous scenarios, we rule out transformation scenarios that involve the 

transformation of internal nodes before their children nodes are transformed. This is because the 

frame model prevents the intermediate nodes from being perceived by the user. We are left only 

with three possible scenarios for the animation of matched hierarchy nodes, namely the bottom up 

traversal scenarios and the scenario that transforms all nodes simultaneously. 

During bottom up traversal scenarios we stumble onto the problem of redundancy. The child nodes 

are moved first, while their parents are moved again in future stages of the animation. In the initial 

view however both children and parent nodes occupy the same view surface. This motion is 

therefore confusing. Just like in the case of creation/deletion scenarios discussed in the previous 

section we can avoid redundancy by toggling the visibility of redundant nodes off. 

Looking at the simultaneous motion scenario we find another shortcoming of our render model.  

 

Fig. 38 Transformation of an internal node and its children nodes are simultaneously transformed. 
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Figure 38 shows an internal node and its children being transformed simultaneously during an 

animation shot. Because the internal node and the leaf nodes follow different interpolation paths 

based on their visual area and their initial and target coordinates, the animation of the internal node 

distracts the viewer’s attention. 

We therefore conclude that based on our render model and the interpolation functions presented so 

far, animating the transformation of matched hierarchy nodes given the shot scenarios presented in 

the previous section remains suboptimal. Most of the problems originate in the fact that internal 

hierarchy and leaf nodes have the same visual syntax while the end viewer associates different 

semantics to the two , i.e.,  the intermediate nodes are containers of leaf nodes). We therefore 

propose a different visual representation for the internal nodes, one that renders the internal node 

as a container of leaf nodes. This brings the internal nodes closer to the notion of meta-nodes from 

visual syntactic point of view. We detail the concept of leaf node clustering as well as the 

visualization of this concept in subsequent subsections. 

3.5.3.1. Hierarchy Leaf Clustering 

We define the clustering function CH: THierarchyNode -> Set of THierarchyNode, where H is a 

hierarchy based on a certain dataset D recursively defined over the hierarchy H in the following 

manner: 

CH(N) = 
                                                

                              
             

  

For internal hierarchy nodes, CH(N) represents the set of all descendent leaf nodes of a node N. 

We decide to represent internal hierarchy nodes with the aid of this function. Computing the leaf 

node clusters corresponding to internal hierarchy nodes of a certain hierarchy H can be done 

efficiently using the following algorithm: 

Procedure ComputeLeafClusters (H: THierarchy) 

Begin 

 For i:=0 to Length (H.leaves) – 1 do begin 

  CurrentParent := H.leaves[i].parent; 

 

  While CurrentParent <> H.root.nodes[0] do begin 

   CurrentParent.leafCluster.add (H.leaves[i]); 

   CurrentParent := CurrentParent.parent; 

  End; 

 End; 

End; 

 The above computation goes through all the leaf nodes of hierarchy H, adding them to the leaf 

clusters of all the nodes belonging to the ancestry line of the leaf node. We notice the introduction of 

the leafCluster property, an array of THierarchyNode in the THierarchyNode data type of our data 

model. Since the number of hierarchy levels is small compared to the number of leaf nodes in the 

hierarchy the above algorithm has complexity O(n) and therefore does not affect the overall 

complexity of the global animation solution. 
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The computation of leaf clusters is carried out before any other computation in our animation 

solution, when the state of the hierarchies is not yet modified by hierarchy morphing 

transformations. Since the leaf cluster information is stored separately in our data model, this extra 

computation step does not affect the other computations. 

3.5.3.2. Cluster Visualization 

We decide to animate internal hierarchy nodes via animating the leaf nodes contained in their leaf 

clusters. This can be achieved easily by toggling the inAnimation flags of internal hierarchy nodes to 

false, and using the shot model to assign targetCoordinate and targetColor values for the leaves 

contained in the internal hierarchy nodes’ clusters instead.  

The assignment of leaf target coordinates to leaf nodes given the target coordinate of the internal 

node can be done in more than one way. We however propose a relative scaling approach since it 

preserves the space filling property of the initial layout. Figure 39 below shows the results of this 

method: 

 
Fig 39. Relative scaling cluster visualization 

Figure 39 shows an internal node being transformed during a node transformation animation shot. 

The tiles are animated to relative positions inside the target node coordinates. During a few similar 

shots, the child internal hierarchy nodes undergo the same sort of transformation in order to occupy 

their designated target positions inside the original target coordinate rectangle. After the internal 

hierarchy nodes have been transformed, the final shot handles the transformation of leaf nodes to 

their final position and color. 

We outline the computations involved for achieving this visualization method below: 

Procedure RelativeScaling (N: THierarchyNode; startCoord, targetCoord: TRectangle); 

Begin 

          // startCoordinates represent the initial coordinates of the internal hierarchy nodes  

          // targetCoordinates represent the target coordinates to which the internal node needs to be 

          // moved to during the shot          

         startWidth := startCoord.right – startCoord.left; 

         startHeight := startCoord.top – startCoord.bottom; 

         targetWidth := targetCoord.right – targetCoord.left; 
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         targetHeight := targetCoord.bottom – targetCoord.top; 

 

         For i:=0 to Length (N.children) – 1 do begin 

// compute the leaf’s relative coordinates to the start coordinates 

 childNodeCoord := N.children[i].coordinates; 

 

  relativeCoord.left := (childNodeCoord.left – startCoord.left) / startWidth; 

  relativeCoord.right := (startCoord.right – childNodeCoord.right) /  startWidth; 

  relativeCoord.top := (childNodeCoord.top – startCoord.top) / startHeight; 

  relativeCoord.bottom := (startCoord.bottom – childNodeCoord.bottom) / startHeight; 

  

// calculate the targetCoordinates for the leaf node 

childTargetCoord := N.children[i].targetCoordinates; 

 

childTargetCoord.left := targetCoord.left + relativeCoord.left * targetWidth; 

 childTargetCoord.right := targetCoord.right - relativeCoord.right * targetWidth; 

 childTargetCoord.top := targetCoord.top + relativeCoord.top * targetHeight; 

 childTargetCoord.bottom := targetCoord.bottom – relativeCoord.bottom * targetHeight; 

 

 N.children [i].animationType := Transformation; 

 N.children [i].motionState := inMotion; 

 N.children [i].inAnimation := true; 

            

 // if we didn’t reach the leaves level 

              if N.level <> Length (N.level.hierarchy.levels) – 1 then 

        RelativeScaling (N.children [i], childNodeCoord, N.children [i].targetCoordinates); 

       End; 

End; 

Although the computation above is recursive, the visual effect it creates is exactly the one described 

above. The recursive approach ensures that future shots that deal with internal hierarchy nodes on 

lower levels in the hierarchy can use transformed coordinates. 

We apply this visualization method in top down traversal scenarios and note that since the internal 

nodes are no longer represented as individual cushions, the previous mentioned issues are solved. 

The overall motion in the animation is gradually increased, since the number of internal hierarchy 

nodes increases while traversing the hierarchy in a top down manner. Since the coordinates of nodes 

are always calculated relative to the coordinates of parents, the increased motion does not create 

more confusion, i.e.,  the area in which increased motion is displayed is established and integrated in 

the visualization’s layout before the motion starts.  

An example is shown in figure 40 below: 
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Fig. 40. Relative scaling cluster visualization applied in a top down non recursive manner. 

Figure 40 depicts the animation of a three level hierarchy (two internal levels and the leaf level) for a 

change in layout. The animation of the top level nodes is explicitly shown as the two key frames on 

the right. The dotted arrow on the bottom of the picture indicates the fact that the second level and 

leaf level are subsequently animated in a similar way. 

With this solution in place for the visualization of internal nodes, bottom up traversal scenarios lose 

their value for the transformation animation. This is because once the leaf nodes are animated to 

their desired target position, the re-animation of leaves (as part of higher level node clusters) does 

not add anything but confusion for the end viewer. 

For the same reason, animating internal nodes and leaf nodes simultaneously , i.e.,  the fifth 

animation scenario) can be abandoned as scenario possibility.  

3.5.4. Visualizing the creation/deletion of hierarchy levels 

When covering the computational model of our animation, we described hierarchy morphing 

operations as hierarchy transformations that modify parent relations of hierarchy nodes. A direct 

consequence of these operations is the emergence of hierarchy meta-nodes. We also emphasized 

the need of an intermediate layout solution for the visualization of these transformations and we 

introduced the AssignNodePosition function in order to achieve this. 

We first consider a simplistic approach for the intermediate layout function: 

 Function AssignNodePosition (ParentNode, ChildNode : THierarchyNode, verticalDivision: boolean) : 

TRectangle 

Begin 

  ChildLevel := ChildNode.Level; 

 ValueCount := ChildLevel.attribute.nrValues; 

 

 ParentNodeWidth := ParentNode.coordinates.right - ParentNode.coordinates.left; 

 ParentNodeHeight := ParentNode.coordinates.bottom – ParentNode.coordinates.top; 

 

ChildValue := ChildNode.value.index; 
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If verticalDivision then begin 

  StripWidth := ParentNodeWidth / ValueCount; 

  StripHeight := ParentNodeHeight; 

   

  Result := <ParentNode.coordinates.left + ChildValue * StripWidth,  

     ParentNode.coordinates.top, StripWidth, StripHeight >; 

 End 

 Else begin 

  StripWidth := ParentNodeWidth; 

  StripHeight := ParentNodeHeight / ValueCount; 

 

               Result := <ParentNode.coordinates.left,  ParentNode.coordinates.top + ChildValue *  

       StripHeight, StripWidth, StripHeight >; 

 End; 

End; 

This function divides the surface area of the parent node into equal strips, either vertically or 

horizontally. The number of strips is equal to the number of different values defined for the level the 

children nodes reside on.  

Given the function above we can see that, during the deletion of a certain level, multiple nodes from 

the level below are assigned to the same vertical strip, representing a meta-node , i.e.,  they have the 

same attribute value). We further refer to this as hierarchy node merging and we display it further in 

figure 41 below. 

 
Fig. 41. Merging animation of two internal hierarchy nodes. 

Looking at figure 41 we can see two reasons why this method falls short of providing an optimal 

visualization solution for the merging of internal hierarchy nodes. 

First, since the same target rectangle is assigned to two hierarchy nodes, they overlap completely. 

Although this will not confuse the user (since the animation will show the two nodes gradually 

occupying the same space), it does not help the user visualize the notion of merging of two hierarchy 

nodes. 

The second problem is that the attention of the user is set on the strips containing the least nodes, 

since these nodes are the ones that undergo the largest transformation from initial to final state (the 

last two strips in figure 41) and end up occupying the largest surface area in following shots. 
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The reverse Transformation is not in any way easier to understand as figure 42 below shows: 

 
Fig. 42. Splitting of two internal hierarchy nodes (reverse transformation of the one in fig 41) 

We intend to use the clustering function we described before to produce better visualizations of the 

morphing actions. We want all leaf nodes to be visible at all times and at the same time, we want 

strips that contain less leaf nodes not to distract the user’s attention from the strips containing more 

leaf nodes. 

We therefore re-compute the node clusters upon hierarchy morph transformations and use constant 

cushion size across all visualization strips. To achieve this, we modify the layout function above to: 

Function AssignNodePosition (ParentNode : THierarchyNode; valueIndex, valueCount : integer,  

verticalDivision: boolean) : TRectangle 

Begin 

 ParentNodeWidth := ParentNode.coordinates.right - ParentNode.coordinates.left; 

 ParentNodeHeight := ParentNode.coordinates.bottom – ParentNode.coordinates.top; 

  

If verticalDivision then begin 

  StripWidth := ParentNodeWidth / valueCount; 

  StripHeight := ParentNodeHeight; 

   

  Result := <ParentNode.coordinates.left + valueIndex * StripWidth,  

     ParentNode.coordinates.top, StripWidth, StripHeight >; 

 End 

 Else begin 

  StripWidth := ParentNodeWidth; 

  StripHeight := ParentNodeHeight / valueCount; 

 

               Result := <ParentNode.coordinates.left,  ParentNode.coordinates.top + valueIndex *  

       StripHeight, StripWidth, StripHeight >; 

 End; 

End; 

The shot logic for the level creation or level deletion , i.e.,  tree morphing transformation animations) 

is also slightly modified to accommodate this new functionality. The following computation block 

illustrates this: 
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Procedure ClusterLevelDeletion (ParentNode : THierarchyNode; valueIndex, valueCount : integer) 

Begin 

 // we assume the hierarchy structure was already modified by the hierarchy morph  

// transformation 

ComputeLeafClusters (ParentNode.level.hierarchy); 

 ValueCount := ParentNode.children[0].level.attribute.nrValues; 

 

 // load the leaf nodes inside the cluster in a matrix based on their indexValue 

 For i := 0 to Length (ParentNode.leafCluster) – 1  do begin 

  leafNode := ParentNode.leafCluster[i]; 

  valueIndex := leafNode.record.valueindexFor  

     (ParentNode.ParentNode.children[0].level.attribute); 

 

  leavesByValue [valueIndex].add (leafNode); 

 End; 

 

 // determine the leaf dimensions based on the value array with most elements 

 Maximum := -1; 

For i := 0 to Length (leavesByValue) – 1 do begin 

  If Length (leavesByValue[i]) > Maximum then 

   Maximum := leavesByValue[i]; 

  End; 

 End; 

 

 StripArea := AssignNodePosition (ParentNode, 0, ValueCount); 

          StripWidth := StripArea.right – StripArea.left; 

         StripHeight := StripArea.bottom – StripArea.top; 

 

          StripAspectRatio := StripWidth / StripHeight; 

         heightTileCount := sqrt (tileCount / StripAspectRatio); 

          widthTileCount := sqrt (tileCount * StripAspectRatio); 

          tileWidth := StripWidth / widthTileCount; 

          tileHeight := StripHeight / heightTileCount; 

 

For i := 0 to Length (leavesByValue) – 1 do begin 

  targetCoordinates := AssignNodePosition (ParentNode, i, ValueCount); 

          currentTile := 0; 

          currentX := targetCoordinates.left; 

          currentY := targetCoordinates.top; 

 

          While currentTile < Length (leavesByValue[i]) do begin 

   N := leavesByValue[i][currentTile]; 

   N.targetCoordinates := <currentX, currentY, tileWidth, tileHeight>; 

                             N.animationType := Transformation; 

                             N.animationType := inMotion; 
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                             currentTile := currentTile + 1; 

                             currentX := currentX + tileWidth; 

                             if currentX >= targetCoordinates + tileWidth then begin 

                     currentX := targetCoordinates.left; 

                     currentY := currentY + tileHeight; 

                             End; 

                             End;  

 End; 

End; 

The reverse (creation of level) logic is similar and we do not detail it. An example of this approach is 

shown below in figure 43. 

 

Fig. 43 Visualizing the Merging and splitting of clusters 

Figure 43 depicts the creation and deletion of the same level. Although this animation would not 

normally occur given the animation scenario described in the previous section, it shows the steps 

hierarchy nodes undertake during a level creation/deletion scenario. As a first step the leaf nodes 

present in the first view are animated to a sequence of vertical strips. Since the strips correspond to 

values of the color scheme attribute of the hierarchy, we notice leaves having the same color being 

grouped in the same vertical strip. A level split operation is carried out, dividing the previously 

created layout in two vertical strips (corresponding to the values of the introduced level) and 

conserving the division in five strips inside the newly created nodes. The final step of the animation 

takes the leaf nodes to their final positions. 

We note that unlike in the case of node creation, deletion and transformation scenarios, level 

creation and deletion scenarios are not in any way restricted by the visualization methods described 

above. One can easily delete or create levels in top down or bottom up order, one or multiple nodes 

at the same time or all of the levels simultaneously without creating problems for the end viewer.  
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4. Integration with Magnaview 
In the previous chapter we covered our generic animation solution. In describing this generic 

animation approach we have gone through the underlying computations based on hierarchy 

mapping. We have then outlined hierarchy transformation operations we denoted as hierarchy 

morphing operations. We next described an animation model which created the base for numerous 

animation scenarios. Lastly we have handled possible visual representations for hierarchy elements 

as well as the hierarchy transformation operations. We saw that some of these visual representation 

choices rendered some of the animation scenarios useless for the visualization of the transition 

between initial and final hierarchies. 

In this chapter we integrate our generic animation solution in the Magnaview software application. 

Figure 44 below shows an architectural diagram of the modified Magnaview software: 

 

Fig. 44 Magnaview Architecture(based on figure from [10]) 

Figure 44 shows the internal architecture of the Magnaview software package with the Animation 

related components integrated in the software. These animation components are the “Hierarchy 

Matcher” and the “Animation Generation” components. The hierarchy matcher takes two 

hierarchical data structures as input as created by the Tree Generator component. It then creates a 

Hierarchy Matching which is used by the Animation Generation component (together with the two 

hierarchical data structures) in order to create the final Animation which can be viewed by the user. 

We also note the Animation View component. Similarly to the View 1 and View 2 components, this 

component contains user configurable properties that further shape the animation (hence the 

connection between the Animation View and Animation Generation components). Treemap1 and 
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Treemap2 are the start and end frame of the animation, i.e.,  the static visualizations of the first and 

second hierarchical data structures respectively. 

The roles of the two animation components are straightforward given the previous chapter and we 

therefore do not dwell upon them. We do however go deeper into the Animation View component, 

i.e.,  we cover the parameters that the users can configure in order to customize the resulting 

animation in further sections. We provide examples of initial and final hierarchies and resulting 

animation possibilities in order to identify the configuration parameters and their possible values. 

4.1. Case Analysis 
We build the case analysis in the same way we built the animation scenario, based on the hierarchy 

matching. We handle cases of increased hierarchy complexity and matching complexity. While 

handling these cases we highlight animation parameters that can be varied in order to create 

different animations for the same animation scenario.  

We dedicate subsequent subsections to main scenarios while handling their variations within the 

subsections. Each case will be provided with: 

 A level matching scenario outlining the results of the hierarchical matching between initial 

and final hierarchies. 

 A discussion of the animation shots that need to take place during the transition animation 

given the generic animation scenario described in the previous chapter and parameters that 

would enable the software to perform all of the shot scenario alternatives. 

4.1.1. Case 1: Hierarchies only have leaf level and root level 

When only having a root and a leaves level the animation between initial and target hierarchy is 

rather straight forward. This is mainly due to the fact that no hierarchy morphing or intermediate 

level matching is required.  

4.1.1.1. Level Matching 

To the left we see the level matching corresponding with this case. This 

matching scenario implies that the hierarchy matching is reduced to leaf 

node matching. 

 

 
Fig. 45. Level matching for Case 1.  

4.1.1.2. Animation Scenario 

We apply the animation scenario to this case and obtain an animation created from three shots 

namely. 

 Deletion of unmatched leaf nodes from H1; 

 Simultaneous transformation of matched leaf nodes from their position and color in H1 to 

their position and color in H2. We do not consider the shot scenarios in which individual 

leaves are animated in individual shots since these would take too much time to animate 

given a constant shot duration; and 
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 Creation of unmatched leaf nodes from H2. 

Figure 46 below shows an example of an initial and a range of possible target treemap views that 

match the level matching scenario denoted in figure 45. 

            
Fig 46a. Initial (left) and Final (right) view (layout changed from squarified to horizontal strip 

layout). 

           
Fig. 46b. Initial (left) and Final (right) view (color attribute changed). 

           
Fig. 46c. Initial (left) and Final (right) view (Both Layout and color attribute changed). 

            
Fig. 46d. Initial (left) and Final (right) view (a record filter was applied). 

              
Fig. 46e. Initial (left) and Final (right) view (Layout and color attribute changed and filter was 

applied). 

Figure 46a denotes the scenario in which a layout change is the only difference between the two 

views. The hierarchies are therefore identical in structure , i.e.,  the same number of leaf nodes) and 

only differ in the layout information stored in the leaf nodes. 
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The animation taking place therefore has only one shot, namely the transformation of nodes from 

initial to target hierarchy and is denoted below in figure 47. 

 
Fig. 47. Animation Of layout change 

Although all tiles are moved at the same time, the fact that they are roughly the same size combined 

with the fact that their motion paths are continuous provides for a smooth transition animation. 

The color change denoted by figure 46b resembles the situation in figure 46a closely in the fact that 

the hierarchies are identical and this time only the color information stored in the leaf nodes is 

different. Figure 48 below shows the animation of this scenario: 

 
Fig. 48. Animation of color attribute change 

Again the animation only has one shot, that being the transformation of hierarchy nodes and as can 

be seen above the RGB interpolation denotes the change successfully. 

Figure 46c denotes a scenario in which both previous changes are made to the initial hierarchy. 

According to our animation scenario this would also be achieved in a single shot animation as 

denoted by figure 49 below. 
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Fig. 49. Animation of both layout and color attribute change 

One could however argue that animating both attributes at the same time, especially when a large 

amount of data is visualized would bring confusion to the end user. A simple improvement in this 

case would be the postponing of the coloring step for the end of the transformation shot. A two shot 

animation as the one portrayed by figure 50 below would be the result. 

 
Fig. 50. Animation of layout changes followed by color changes 

In figure 46d a record filter was applied in order to obtain the target view from the initial view. This 

means that some of the leaves in the first hierarchy are not present in the second one and therefore 

the animation portraying the transition between the two views should, according to our animation 

model, be composed out of two scenes, one denoting the deletion of leaves from the initial view and 

the other transforming the nodes that are common to both initial and final views to their target 

positions. Figure 51 below shows this transformation. 
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Fig 51. Animation of node deletion followed by transition of nodes 

Although relatively little leaves have been deleted we notice a lot of motion is generated in the 

second shot of this animation. This can be traced back to layout instability and is a visual aspect that 

will come back in many cases we handle in this chapter. 

The reverse transformation (that of creating nodes as result of a filtering operation) can be obtained 

by simply reversing the arrows in figure 51 and therefore is not handled as a special case.  

An interesting approach to analyze as animation solution for this scenario would be a solution in 

which the deletion of nodes is combined with the transformation of nodes. This one shot animation 

is denoted in figure 52 below: 

 
Fig. 52. Animation of deletion and transition of nodes as part of the same animation shot 

Again the animation of the simultaneous node creation and transformation can be obtained by 

reversing the arrows in the above picture. We can argue that, although again not part of our 

animation scenario derived in the previous chapter, this animation possibility could provide better 
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results in the case in which a small number of nodes is created or deleted (in this case carrying out 

the deletion shot followed by the transformation shot would be too lengthy for the amount of 

information the extra shot conveys). 

Lastly figure 46e portrays a combination of both filtering, color and layout information being 

changed. Figure 53 displays the animation of this transition. 

 

Fig. 53. Animation of scenario described by figure 46e. 

We can of course combine the animation variation we have covered thus far , i.e.,  vary color at the 

end of the transformation or combine the deletion and transformation step) to obtain other 

animation possibilities. 

Figure 46 didn’t cover all possible target view possibilities. Other scenarios like for example the 

combination of creation and deletion of nodes during the same animation as well as coloring and 

layout choices can easily be derived based on the cases that we covered above. 

4.1.2. Case 2: Hierarchies are composed of unmatched internal levels only 

The presence of unmatched hierarchy levels dictates hierarchy morphing operations as described by 

the previous chapter. First levels in the first hierarchy will have to be deleted and then hierarchy 

levels will have to be created. 

4.1.2.1. Level Matching 

 

To the left we see the level matching scenario corresponding with this 

case. We see that each hierarchy contains two levels that are not match-

able since all internal hierarchy levels denoted in the picture correspond to 

different dataset attributes.  

 

 

 

Fig. 54. Level Matching for case 2. 
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4.1.2.2. Animation Scenario 

According to the animation scenario discussed in the previous chapter the animation of this scenario 

will be composed out of the following: 

 A node deletion scene; 

 A level deletion scene; 

 A node transformation scene; 

 A level creation scene; and 

 A node creation scene. 

When integrating our animation solution in Magnaview we did not integrate situations in which 

individual nodes were handled in separate shots since these would have taken too much time given a 

constant shot duration. We also only modeled bottom up level deletion scenarios and top down level 

creation scenarios. Since we model level deletion and level creation with the aid of an intermediate 

layout and since we decided to visualize internal nodes as leaf node clusters this choice should not 

surprise the reader. 

Figure 55 below shows an example of an initial and a target treemap visualization for two hierarchies 

obeying the above level matching scenario. 

               

Fig 55. Initial and target view example for case 2. 

We chose not to portray the same variety of possibilities as we have done in case 1 since the 

possibilities are much more numerous, however we pick a case in which filtering of nodes and a 

change in color attribute is present. 

We cover each of the five scenes mentioned above and show the results of applying the animation 

scenario combined with the cluster and morph operation visual representation described in the 

previous chapter below. Possible deviations from the standard animation scenario will also be 

handled as for the previous case. 

Figure 56 below shows the fact that node deletion is identical to the previous case. 

 
Fig. 56. Deletion of nodes in case 2 
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The deletion of levels in the first hierarchy is a sequence of two shots as figure 57 below shows: 

 
Fig 57. Deletion of hierarchy levels in case 2 with a horizontal division intermediate layout. 

We chose a horizontal division intermediate layout in figure 57. Figure 58 shows the same 

transformation with a vertical division intermediate layout instead. 

 
Fig. 58. Deletion of hierarchy levels in case 2 with a vertical division intermediate layout. 

Depending on the original layout of the hierarchy nodes one could chose for the horizontal or vertical 

intermediate layout option. 

Since node creation also assumes the presence of an intermediate layout, the transformation of 

nodes cannot display change of layout information. The transformation of color can however be 

animated in a shot between the deletion and the deletion of levels as figure 59 below shows: 

 
Fig. 59. Transformation of color for case 2. 
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Animating the creation of levels in the target hierarchy is very similar to the deletion of levels in the 

initial hierarchy. We only show the case for the vertical division intermediate layout in figure 60 

below. 

 
Fig 60. Creation of levels in case 2. 

Finally the last shot of the animation brings the leaf nodes of the second hierarchy to their 

designated positions. This is denoted in figure 61 below: 

Fig. 61. Last shot of case 2 animation. 

Two important observations are to be made on the animation described above: 

 Given a large number of levels either to be created or deleted the animation becomes 

tedious for the user; and 

 

 Deletion and creation of levels gives the user no idea as to which levels are created or 

deleted. This is because the intermediate layout does not vary depending on the level that is 

being created of deleted. 

 

The first problem can easily be fixed by introducing support for the deletion of all levels and 

respectively creation of all levels in a single shot. This is shown in figure 62 below: 

 
Fig. 62a. Deletion of hierarchy levels in one shot. 
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Fig. 62b. Creation of hierarchy levels in one shot. 

The second problem can also be avoided by using color as an indicator of the level that is being 

created or deleted. We remember that there is a color scheme defined for each data attribute and 

therefore every time a level is deleted or created the leaves can be colored according to the attribute 

the level represents. Figure 63 below illustrates this solution: 

 
Fig. 63. Deletion of levels with accompanying change of color. 

4.1.3. Case 3: Hierarchies are composed of matched internal levels only 

When both hierarchies are composed of matched internals a complete semantic matching is possible 

and therefore the animation is entirely based on node matching operations. We use the relative 

scaling cluster visualization for internal nodes as described in the previous chapter. 

4.1.3.1. Level Matching 

To the left we see the level matching scenario corresponding with this 

case. The blue lines laid out between the two hierarchies represent the 

hierarchy level matching between the two hierarchies. 

According to our semantic matching algorithm nodes on the first level as 

well as nodes on the third level can be matched. Our animation attempts 

to convey this fact.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 64. Level Matching case 3 

4.1.3.2. Animation Scenario 

According to our animation scenario the animation of case 3 consists only from three scenes namely: 

 

 A node deletion scene; 

 A node transformation scene; and 

 A node creation scene. 

Node deletion and creation happen in the same way we described so far in the previous cases, i.e.,  

at leaves level. Figure 65 below shows an initial and target view example for this scenario. 
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Fig. 65. Initial and target view example for case 3. 

We didn’t introduce color and filtering changes between initial and target view since they are 

handled similar to previous cases. The animation we consider is therefore simply formed of node 

transformations shots per level. This is better denoted in figure 66 below: 

 

Fig. 66. Node Transformation shot sequence for case 3. 

Lastly the leaves are rearranged. Layout instabilities are also noticed during this last shot as figure 67 

below shows: 

 

Fig. 67. Leaf transformation shot for case 3. 

As for the previous case we introduce the option of carrying out the internal node transformation 

shots in a single shot. The result of this approach can be viewed in figure 68 below. Notice that 

although carrying out the level deletion and creation operation simultaneously might have improved 

visualization in the previous case, carrying out transformation sequences in one shot might confuse 
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the user through the abundance of motion information (imagine 4 transformation steps being 

merged into one instead of two). 

 

Fig. 68. Transformation of internal hierarchy nodes in a single shot in case 3. 

4.1.4. Case 4: Hierarchies are composed of both matched and unmatched internal 

levels 

We handle this case in a rather unusual way considering the animation scenario described in the 

previous section. We attempt to split the levels in the hierarchy into two groups. A top group 

containing semantically matched levels , i.e.,  only matched levels representing the same subset of 

attribute values) and a bottom group of levels that contains the rest of the hierarchy levels in both 

hierarchies which shall be handled by means of hierarchy morphing operations independent of their 

level matching status. 

4.1.4.1. Level Matching 

Figure 69 below shows three level matching scenario in which division is done at level 2, i.e.,  level L1 

and L’1 are handled by semantic matching and all levels below are handled by hierarchy morphing 

operations. 

 

Fig 69. Possible level matching scenarios for case 4.  

Considering the visual representation described in the previous chapter splitting the levels in two 

groups and handling them according to the previous two cases should produce the same visual effect 

as removing only unmatched levels and carrying out a full semantic matching based animation 

afterwards. This effect is also partially obtained through rearranging of leaf nodes during the 

animation of hierarchy morphing operations. 

4.1.4.2. Animation Scenario 

According to the animation scenario described in the previous section, the animation for this case is 

comprised out of five scenes just like case 2.  
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Figure 70 below illustrates an initial and target view combination for this case: 

                  

Fig. 70. Initial and Target View scenario for case 4. 

We again depicted a scenario where no filtering of nodes was made. We also show creation and 

deletion of hierarchy nodes as happening in a single shot instead of as sequences of shots since this 

was handled already in case 2. 

Figures 71, 72 and 73 below show the level deletion, transformation of nodes and level creation 

shots respectively: 

 

Fig. 71. Deletion of hierarchy levels for case 4 

 

Fig. 72. Transformation of nodes for case 4. 

 

Fig. 73. Creation of hierarchy levels for case 4. 

As a last shot the leaves are rearranged as figure 74 below shows: 

 

Fig. 74. Final shot of the animation for case 4. 

As an alternative animation we also offer the user the possibility of visualizing the hierarchy matching 

animation , i.e.,  the motion of internal nodes) before the animation of the morphing operation. 

Figure 75 below shows a key frame animation sketch of this scenario possibility: 
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Fig. 75. Carry out hierarchy matching before hierarchy morphing. 

We also enable the user the possibility to skip either the matching or the morphing animation 

altogether. An example where the morphing operations are skipped (given the fact that matching is 

animated before morphing just as in figure 75) is portrayed in figure 76: 

 
Fig. 76. The creation and deletion of levels is skipped for case 4. 

Another option we enabled in the Magnaview integration is the carrying out of level deletion 

operations at the same time as level matching operations. Although this feature creates interesting 

results, it is opened as future research question (at the moment of writing only the carrying out of all 

level matching transitions and all level deletion operations in the same shot is supported. Further 

staging possibilities might provide improvements to the current solution). 

4.2. Configuration Parameters 
In the previous section we covered use case scenarios of hierarchies and corresponding views 

thereby creating a link between the abstract animation model and visual representation methods 

described in the last chapter.  

We also highlighted scenarios in which modifying the standard behavior of the generic animation 

method helps create better animations. We therefore end this chapter with a summary of these 

options and their possible values: 

Timing Options: We provided the user the possibility to vary the duration of each shot type.  
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Intermediate Layout Options: The user can choose between horizontal division and vertical division 

intermediate layouts. 

Options considering the scheduling of the coloring of nodes: The user can chose whether or not the 

coloring of nodes will happen during the transformation scene, during node creation or at the end of 

animation as a separate shot. He is also offered the possibility to select whether or not leaf nodes 

should be changing colors during hierarchy morphing operation. 

Options considering the carrying out of scenes as individual shots or as shot sequences: The user is 

offered a choice between these two options for level creation, level deletion and level matching 

shots. 

Options regarding the skipping of certain animation scenes: The user is offered the possibility to 

turn off animation of morphing and matching operations. 

Options regarding the scheduling of certain animation shots: The user is offered the possibility to: 

 Specify the fact that the creation of leaf nodes happens during the transformation of nodes 

 Specify the fact that the deletion of leaf nodes happens during the transformation of nodes 

 Specify that the deletion of levels happens concurrently with the matching of internal nodes 

Figure 77 below shows these animation settings as integrated in the Magnaview software 

application:  

 
Fig. 77. The Magnaview Animation Settings Dialogue 
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5. Evaluation 
We now come back to the requirements we were aiming to fulfill with our animation solution. These 

were mentioned in the Previous Research chapter at the beginning of this document. They were split 

into three categories, namely: congruence, apprehension and additional requirements. We go 

through each requirement and analyze the performance of our algorithm against it. 

When going through previous research in the second chapter we mentioned that it is usually difficult 

to establish what the added value of a certain information visualization solution is for a certain user. 

The same can be said about animation solutions. We discuss the added value our solution could 

provide end users at the end of this chapter. 

5.1. Congruence Requirements 

The Animation needs to maintain valid data graphics during transitions 

Through the fact that key intermediate states (frames that represent the beginning and end frames 

of animation shots) are still visualized with the aid of the treemap methodology our animation 

solution ensures validity of intermediate data graphics state. 

When discussing this requirement in [32], the authors also mention the importance of maintaining 

valid relations between axes during the animation. This can be problematic in cases in which multiple 

level match shots are staged during our animation , i.e.,  the intermediate aspect ratios of leaf nodes 

undergoing relative scaling transformations are not valid given intermediate axes relations). We can 

however argue that the possibility to carry out all these level match operations in a single shot 

minimizes this discrepancy. 

The Animation needs to use consistent semantic-syntactic mappings 

Our animation was built having the semantic mapping of hierarchies as its ground work. Visualization 

semantics were chosen based on the mapping semantics. We can therefore say that our solution 

obeys this requirement by construction. 

Animation needs to respect semantic correspondence 

The case for semantic correspondence is the same as the case for semantic-syntactic mapping 

consistency above. Our solution obeys this requirement from construction as well. 

The Animation needs to avoid ambiguity 

Ambiguity was avoided as much as possible during the development of the application. The 

introduction of meta-nodes is an example of disambiguation of hierarchy semantics. The same can 

be said about the choice of internal node visual representations. 

Ambiguity remains a concern of our solution, however, when it comes to the path a certain leaf node 

undertakes during the animation. This is portrayed in figure 78 below: 
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Fig. 78: Path of a leaf node during an animation scenario 

The leaf node highlighted by the black contour in figure 78 takes a rather complex animation path 

only to reach to its target coordinates which are very close to its target position. We can trace this 

again to the relative scaling layout of internal nodes during the transformations. The path is 

significantly shortened when all matching transformations are carried out in a single shot.  

In cases in which ambiguity remains a problem even after this optimization, our solution can disable 

all matching or morphing transformations, leaving leaf nodes to be interpolated linearly between 

their initial and target coordinates. 

5.2. Apprehension Requirements 

Animation needs to group similar transitions 

As stated above, although our animation solution and animation model does allow for individual 

nodes to be animated in separate animation shots, the integration in Magnaview has grouped 

transitions per level with the possibility of carrying out transformations per hierarchy as well , i.e.,  all 

matching operations in one shot and the same for morphing transformations). 

Our solution therefore complies with this requirement. 

Animation needs to minimize occlusion 

We haven’t paid detailed attention to occlusion. At any given key state of the data graphic, however 

,leaf nodes are drawn as part of the state’s layout , i.e.,  intermediate layout during creation and 

deletion of levels and relative scaled positions during level matching transitions) which provides for 

no occlusion. 

Given the linear interpolation function used during transitions we cannot state that any particular 

attention has been given to leaf node occlusion during animation shots. Given the fact that 

animation of higher level nodes is carried out first , i.e.,  hierarchy level match shots are staged first) 

it can be argued that occlusion of leaf nodes does not stop the end user from focusing on the higher 

level node transformations.  

Animation needs to maximize predictability 

Predictability is related in [32] to the association of slow in and slow out effects as well as 

acceleration during transitions. 

Our solution does not support slow in and slow out effects at this point, it does however enable the 

integration of alternative interpolation functions. Emphasizing certain transformations by modifying 

the speed with which they are carried out can increase predictability at this point. 

Animation needs to use simple transitions 

The transitions used in our animation are always simple interpolations of coordinates and color. The 

semantics of the motions as well are also simple, i.e.,  create/delete node, transform node, 

create/delete level). 

Each of the above mentioned transitions also has unique visual syntax associated with it which makes 

it easy to recognize by the user. 
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We can therefore conclude that our solution complies with this requirement fully. 

Animation needs to use staging for complex transitions 

Our solution complies with this requirement by construction; however we have seen that the 

grouping of some operations may favor compliance with other requirements. 

Since the solution offers configuration per use case, the user can choose which of the requirements 

to prioritize on a scenario basis. 

Animation needs to make transitions as long as needed but no longer 

Compliance with this requirement is done through the allowing of users to configure the speed with 

which transformations are animated, since the term “as long as needed” differs per scenario and 

user. 

5.3. Additional Requirements 

Generality: The animation solution should cover all types of transitions mentioned in [32] 

When handling the integration of our solution in Magnaview we described our solution’s 

performance in dealing with these scenarios. 

We did not handle transformation information, and focused on rectangular layouts. This aspect of 

generalized treemaps is not treated by our solution. 

Efficiency: The algorithms chosen for the carrying out of the animation should be efficient so that 

our solution can be integrated in Magnaview 

Both mapping and visualization computations involved in our solution are just as efficient as the 

methods used by Magnaview in order to render static treemap visualizations. 

Further improvements to the algorithms speed can be made should we chose for less memory 

efficient solutions. 

Minimize need for user configuration: The user should be able to use our solution as is, without 

having to understand the underlying principles that are used in the derivation of the end result  

As presented in the previous chapter all configurable aspects of our animation solution have been 

made available to the end user by means of a graphical user interface. This is optimal for the carrying 

out of a user survey and then reducing the number of configuration parameters based on its results. 

5.4. A study of value 
With our solution being fully outlined and integrated in Magnaview and with it evaluated against the 

requirements established at the beginning of the document, we look at the possible added value it 

could provide to users. 

In order to assess the added value of our solution against static treemap visualizations we look at the 

added information our animation provides to users. We can state that during the animation the user 

obtains more information about: 

 The data records common to both datasets as well as the ones that are removed or inserted. 
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 Correlation between higher level record groups (internal hierarchy nodes) across view 

transitions. 

  Initial and target hierarchy level structure as well as the stepwise division of leaf nodes 

during the transition between initial and target views. 

In the context of business information visualization, the correlation of internal hierarchy nodes as 

well as the correlation between data records accounts for making higher level visual aspects of 

business graphs to be animated , i.e.,  bars in a bar chart visualization). 

We can therefore argue that our solution does have added value compared to static business 

information visualizations. 

We now turn our attention to assessing the added value for our animation solution against a solution 

only animating leaf node representations from initial and final positions and colors, using the same 

linear interpolation functions. 

Theoretically, by providing staging and a breakdown in hierarchy transformation actions, our solution 

is more structured and conveys added information in an orderly manner. In practice however, linear 

interpolation of leaf nodes also shows correlation between high level nodes (leaves belonging to a 

certain intermediate hierarchy node in the initial hierarchy will be interpolated close to each other). 

It can also be argued that due to the fact that each leaf node is interpolated as a separate entity, a lot 

of chaos is created. This will lead to a lot of confusion in cases in which the initial and target 

visualization contain a large number of leaf nodes as well as a deep hierarchy. 

As far as information is concerned our animation solution provides information about the level 

structure of both initial and target hierarchies, unlike the simple linear interpolation solution. 

Given the fact that no user test has been carried out, we leave these facts only as theoretical 

considerations for further analysis. 

We also analyze our solution in terms of reusability as software solution for the more generic case of 

animation of treemaps. We note that: 

 The mapping of hierarchy nodes is only applicable to the Magnaview data model. This is 

mainly due to the fact that the level mapping can be carried out and based on the 

information it provides, meta-nodes and internal node semantics can be mapped; 

 The animation scenarios are based on hierarchy traversal and grouping of nodes and 

therefore can be reused; 

 The model for the staged animation of hierarchy elements is also a reusable software 

component (the target based animation model); and 

 The visual representation solutions we chose for the portraying of hierarchy operations is 

again only applicable for the Magnaview case since it relies heavily on the hierarchy 

operations dictated by the mapping process. This does not stand in the way of using their 

derivation as use case for other solutions.  
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6. Future Research 
While going through the design of our animation solution we already mentioned some points of 

improvement. We dedicate this chapter in describing those and more and also possible impacts they 

could have on the overall performance of the animation solution against the requirements we have 

build our solution on. 

More Interpolation Techniques 

Our solution is based on simple linear interpolation for rectangles and RGB-interpolation for color. 

We already highlighted some problems with these methods while covering the solution itself. When 

covering previous research we also mentioned animation effects such as fade-in and fade-out. 

Cartoon effects in animation are used in the animation of graphical user interfaces in order to make 

applications more engaging for the viewer. Applying these for cushion rectangles in treemap 

visualizations could improve the engaging factor of the resulting animation. 

More Treemap Layouts 

Both our semantic and syntactic analysis emphasized the need for intermediate layouts during the 

hierarchy morphing process.  According to business information animation requirements it is 

important that we maintain valid visualizations during the animation. 

Since this document was primarily concerned with the derivation of the animation solution itself we 

didn’t spend time investigating the added value of intermediate treemap layouts. Our animation 

solution could be easily extended in order to support different layout algorithms.  

A simple alternative to the simple layout scheme we described would be the alternation of horizontal 

and vertical division of the tiles in subsequent level creation/deletion shots. Depending on the initial 

and final layout composition different layout choices could be made for intermediate shots. A study 

in this direction could be made. 

Alternative Hierarchy Visualization Techniques 

While treemap visualizations have proven their value for the visualization of static hierarchic 

information alternative hierarchy visualization techniques could be used for the transitional 

visualization of hierarchy elements. 

During this paper for example we have used node link visualization and level based abstraction in 

order to visualize aspects related to our method, like mapping of hierarchy elements, staging of 

animation phases and hierarchy node merging and splitting inside hierarchies. 

While these animations do have their shortcomings when dealing with hierarchies with large 

numbers of elements, we can argue that since the hierarchies used in business information 

visualization are characterized by few intermediate nodes compared to the number of leaf nodes, 

one could easily use these visualizations for the viewing of intermediate scenes , i.e., , first abstract 

from leaf nodes, then animate the internal hierarchy modifications and then come back to a treemap 

based leaf node visualization). 

Embedding Transformation and Overlay information 

Transformation and Overlay information enable the creation of more complex treemap based 

business graphics visualization inside Magnaview. Overlay information was not included in our 
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solution since a semantic matching between overlays is not possible given the current Magnaview 

implementation. Transformation information on the other hand is not hindered by the hierarchy 

mapping process we presented. The fact that transformations are computed on a per pixel basis 

made integration in our current solution impossible , i.e.,  including them in our solution would have 

meant that every frame of the animation would have to first compute interpolation values and then 

carry out a per pixel transformation). 

Alternative means of storing this information could result in them being included in the method 

described in this document. 

When talking of overlays, a different research direction altogether would be the analysis of 

transitional information that could be displayed using overlays. These transitional overlays could 

improve predictability and help avoid ambiguity. 

Different Computational Models 

While our solution is based on a shot-by-shot computational model, different approaches could 

prove useful in creating differently staged animations based on the same hierarchy mapping. 

An interesting idea would be pre-computing the path of every leaf node in the original view and 

combine this information with the animation scenario model in order to reduce needless transitions 

and enable simultaneous transitions. 

One could imagine for example that carrying out all animation morphing operations at the same time 

matching operations take place and staging them individually as well as grouped , i.e.,  nodes 

changing layout while they are being translated to their matched positions inside the target 

hierarchy) as an improvement to our solutions for some scenarios. While this cannot be achieved 

with our model it is quite intuitively obtainable with a pre-computational model. 

Different Staging Scenarios 

Our solution was mainly concerned with the application of treemap transitions for the business 

information visualization case scenario. Although our animation scenario solution shows all possible 

traversal and node grouping scenarios as being viable solutions, we have opted for a scenario which 

best portrays the change of context of visualization information from one state to the other. 

When using treemap visualizations to visualize the changes in a file system over time we should opt 

for a scenario that shows the moving of files to different directories, i.e.,  relative scaling will not 

convey this message properly). Deletion and creation of files may not be done in the same order we 

have chosen in this document.  

An investigation of these alternatives should prove itself useful for the application of our animation 

solution as a generic treemap visualization solution.  
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7. Conclusion 
This document has started with a simple question: “Can an efficient animation solution be 

developed for the visualization of transitions between Treemaps in order to increase user 

understanding of business information?”. A positive answer was reached and a generic 

animation solution was formulated. 

Our solution was built according to the information visualization methodology and therefore 

is based on a semantic mapping model of hierarchical data. We followed the pipeline and 

designed visual syntax suiting business information semantics. The resulting implementation 

in Magnaview showed that an efficient algorithm can be devised for the animation of 

business information using treemap visualizations. A user evaluation will have to be carried 

out in order to test whether our theoretical assessment of field requirements is enough to 

call our solution a total success. 

While developing our solution we have reached points in which further research might 

provide improvements of several aspects of our solution and opened them for discussion 

against state of the art requirements. 

Due to the generic approach, some computational aspects of our animation solution and 

their integration in the generic animation model can be reused in other animation solutions 

better suiting other environments where treemap visualizations backed by the same dataset 

provide for a better understanding of information. An example would be environments in 

which file system or time dependent information is visualized with the aid of treemaps. 
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